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INTRODUG'l'lO.N 
Language develo1Jment has been studied for many years. 
The beginning vocabularies are easy to count ana record. 
lls tne child grows and moves about, his speaking vocabu-
lary increases very rapidly. Some estimates suggest 
that a minimum speaking vocabulary at six years would in-
clude three thousand words. 
New words have come into children's speaking vocabu-
laries as .a resu~t of modern technology since ~orld War II. 
Lists of spontaneous vocabulary f urnish material for teach-
ers and text book ~riters. The purpose of this study is 
to analyze two lists recorded in 1954 and 1955. 
An attempt has been made to classify the new list. 
The ~ists were compared with three existing lists, Rins-









I. Veca~arx Studies 
A. Cellecti!l Vocabul&rJ 
Rebiasen and Cenraa1 attaGked the problea or securing 
adequate, Yeririable meaaures or Ghild behavier as·. 1 t appeared 
1D natural, aeDlaberatery aituatiena b~ measuriftg the tre-
queno~ et talkin~ aa4 the rrequeaoy or appearance in a social 
situatiea. No atte~t was aacle te qualit1 results by giving 
kinds ot situatiena aD~ actiYities used to stt.ulate talk. 
Olaen and Koetzle2 preaented a: te.olmique ter aeouriag a 
q11aatitative atate•nt et -unt Ul4l rate et talking in J•UD£ 
ollild.re:a where the quantitative ualysia et Yocabulary and of 
aeateace structure is aet dea1~e4. This metAed was used te 
tiad the ~er et weraa apekea per mdaute by individual 
ohil4ren b~ ebaerYation, uaiB! meGhanioal ha•d tally Aftd a 
tiae-eut atep watoh. 
~okinghaa and Delca3 oem,iled a cembined word list trem 
Thorndike's liat ot twent~ theuaaad words, Hera's ten theu-
aaad wor4 liat, l&e nine taousaad word list or the Free 
Aaaooiati!n Stud~ and warda !rea eight ether investigation•, 
1. Robinson, W. W. Qd Collra4, H. S., "The ReliabilitY" or Ob-
senations and Talkat1Yelleaa aD4i Social Centact .&.m.g 
R'llr·aer, School Children by the 'Short Tile Saaple' 
Teclulique•, JourD.al et Expor1aqtal Edu.catioa, 2: 161-165, 
1933-34 . 
2. Olson, v. c. and Keet~e, u. s., ·~unt and Rate ot Talk-
iDS ot Yeung Chi-l•r••• • J!VM]. er Experimental E4uoatien, 5: 175-9, Dece.Oer, 1936 · . 
3. Back·i~aa, B. P. aad Delola, E. w., A Cellbined Word Liat, 
:S.atoa: G1BD aB4 Ceapuy, 1936 
' 
' 
in •r••r 'to secure a wide baaic teatiDS list, aaking it poa-
aible to observe the prinoiple ot aurvey rather thaa sampliag. 
Larriok1 doaoribed tive important m.thods ot measurift! 
Teoabul.ary aad tlae probleu senerally invo1To4 in lUki• wore! 
lists. Even when tape recorder• ulce accurate collections 
ot worda, we still have preble~ ariaiag trom .. aaing--ditri-
oulty in eoaatias aai agreeing aD .. t the nu.ber ot ditteront 
wor4a tao child has uaed, that ia, basic and derivative worda, 
extoDded .. aninga. The real debate 1• over the selection et 
the 11at ot werda and the aiz• ot the dictionary trom whioh 
:G!lo aoi.oatitio sUipli~ will be taken. Seashore and Eckeraon, 
uains a 371,000 word 41ctioD&rJ, toUDd Tocabularios ten timea 
aa big aa earlier studies hat eati .. ted, such aa the atudy 
ot Ter.an and Childa which utilized a dictionary ot 18,000 
worcla. 
In the Corooran2 study, recordiDga ot speaking Tacabulary 
wore made in aeYea 4itterent schools between October and 
Februarr. Tne vocabulary ot 158 boy• and 133 girls was ob-
tained by: apontaneoua converaation, cl1souasion stimulated 
by qaostiona and diaousaion att.alated by picturea. The 
atucly cuoldecl that the apontaeoua uthod ot recording the 
child's Tooabulary brousat t~h a greater variety ot words 
aa well aa a lar1er running oount. The total nuaber ot worda 
1. Larrick, Waacy, •sow KaD1 Woria Doe a a Chilcl Kaow", 
B«!!•~1on D1aea~, 19: 42-~, Pebr•ary, 1954 
2. Oer••raa, c. T. et al, •TAo Speaking Vocabulary ot 
X:iuorgarten, GJtacle I, Gra4e II, ancl Grado I II. 11 , Master '• 
Taeaia, Beaton Ull1Teraity, 1955 
' 
' 
waa 2,~S and the NJmiq O.Ullt was 6.5,523~ 
B. Word Lista 
The Galoa•1 re•orded worda apoken by three children tor 
one ~nth betoro each second bir~hday and one month before 
the third birthday ot the oldeat child. They estimated 700 
vorda to be the typioal vocabulary or a two-year-old cbil,d.. 
Mateer2 recorded vo•abulary ot a tour-year-old boy dur-
ing a period ot tea weeka. The vocabulary totaled 1,020 words. 
Polama3 tound the vocabulary or his daugnter at age two 
to be 379 worda; at age three, to be 681 words; at age tour, 
1,279 word.a; at ase rive, approxt.ately 1,800 worda. He ex-
cluded proper noUDa and used only the present tense or verba. 
Reoor41ng ot the vooabulary took place tor three weeks prior 
to each ot the above birtllcla)'a. 
Heili&4 started recording hi a daughter's vo_~abularJ at 
~ 
the age or 23 .entha and oontiDUed until the ase or taree 
years. At three years ot age tae vocabulary included 2,153 
words. The :pQ"enta uked tho ohild the meaning or some worda 
to .ake aure she underatood thea. 
1. Gale, M. D. and H., "Tho Vocabularies or Throe Children in 
One Family at Two and Three Years or Ago," 'The Pedagogioal 
SeJRinan, 9: 422-33, Karch, 1902 
2. Mateer, Florence, •vocabulary ot a Four Year Old Boy,"~ 
Peda!O!ioal Seaiaarz, 15: 63-74, March, 1908 
3. Pe1aaa, ' John R., "A Child's Vocabulary and Its Deve1op-
•nt, • The Peclasec1oa1 Selli».!rl, 17: 328-369, 1910 
4. ' Heilig, Mattiaa R., "A Ohi14'a V~oabulary," The Peda5ogical 





Bor« started to record his child's Yocabulary beginning 
with the first meaniagtul words spoken. At the age of four 
rears, the Yocabular.J totaled 2,598 words. 
Biee2 studied the deTelopmeat or her child's vocabulary. 
She recorded contiauously up to the eighteenth month, then 
tor one aonth before the thiri birthday, then from the 45th 
to the 47th m.nth and all of the q.Bth month. The vocabulary 
was l,5o6 at tour rears or age. She concluded that the tour-
rear-old's language is tar from being establi~hed since he 
is still mastering pronunciation, still makes mistakes in 
gr•••r .nd lacks essential words. Her second conclusion was 
that he still has little understanding er the abstract. 
Grant3 recorded the words spoken br his daughter from 
the ti.e she started to speak intelligentlr until 26 months. 
He reported 828 words at 24 months, 937 at 25 months, and 
1,201 at 26 months. 
Langenba&k4 obtained a yocabularr of 6,837 words by the 
titth. birthdar or a precocious child. S:be recorded during 
six aontha before the titth ~irthday. 
1. Bord, William, "The DeTelop.ent or a Child's Vocabulary," 
Un1Yeraitr of Glascov, The Pedasosioal Seminarz, 21: 
95-124, Bo. 1, 1914 
2. Nice, Margaret Morse, "The DeTelopment of a Child's 
Vooabulary in Relation to the EDTirolUI!Ient", The 
Peclaaogi cal Sellin!.l7, 22: 35-64., No. '1, 191~ 
. . 
3. Grant, James Richards, •A Child '• Vocabulary and Its 
De"Yelepaent,• Un1Tersitr of Arkansas, Pedae;ogical 
Se-.iaa.ry, 22: 183-203, 1915 
4. Langenback, Mildred, •A StudJ ot a Five Year pld Child," 




During a period ot ten d&Ja be~ore the third birthday, 
Braadenburg1 reported a vocabulary of 2,283 words. He 
tested the child's understandimg and knowledge ot som9 words 
she might know but had not had occasion to use. 
Horn ad Packer2 in an attempt to find words most common 
to the average first grade child, studied eighty kindergarten 
and ~irat !rade children. Horn recorded 20,000 running words 
~or the kindergarten childrea and Packer recorded 70,000 ~or 
the first grade children. Approxiaately 5,000 different 
words were recorded. They analyzed these 5,000 words and 
coneluded that 1,082 were the meat common. 
Horn? coNpiled a list of 10,000 words used in adult 
writing. He used sixty-five different sources, which were 
divided into three main groups. They were: 1. Personal 
letters, 2. business and pro~essional letters, and 3. mis-
cellaneoua, such as excuses and minutes of meetings. He in-
dieated the words that appear on Thorndike 1 s4 list and showed 
relative ~requency. 
1. Brandenbur&, George, "The L&Q!uage o~ a Three Year Old 
Ch114,.• The P .• 4asosic&l Se5!aq, 22: 89-120, 1915 
g . 
\ 2. 
' 3. Bora, Ernest, A Basic Writi~ Veoab1Uaq, College of Educa-
tioll, UDi verai ty ot Iowa·, 1 6 
4. Therndike, E. L., Teacher'~ Word Book, New York: Teacher's 





Saith1 studied 273 eailiren between the ages or eight 
JaOnths and six yeus, tor the p\U'pose or analyzing sentences 
and extent or Yocabulary. She eoncluded, "The most sigDiti-
cant differences in seatenoe 4eYelopment with age are an 
increasing length or sentence, a greater frequency or com-
plete sentences, and a decrease in the amount · or repetition 
or identical phrases.• She also ooneluded: 1. The average 
DU.Dlber or words in children• s vocabulary increases from 0 at 
8 mcnths to about 2,500 at 6 years; 2. The mental a~e is the 
:110st significant factor in theiaoreaae of Yocabulary; 
3. Girls are likely to start aequiaition of a Yocabulary 
earlier than boys, but after age 3, the sex factor ia not 
i:aportaDt. 
The -Child .Study Co.aittee o.t the International Kinder-
garten UD1on2 oo~iled a list or 2,596 words spoken by 
kindergarten Children. They obtaiaea tbe vocabulary by 
recording eonYersatioma or childrea while in kindergarten, 
waen ati~lated by pictures, and while at home. 
Gates3 reYised his 1926 Yocabulary list, and enlarged 
it to include 1,811 words selected aa higbly suitable tor use 
1D all fer-. o.t reading material in grades 1, 2, and 3. The 
1. 
3. Gates, Arthur I., .A. ReadiJ!s Vocabul.ar{ tor tlle 'priJU.q 
Grades, Bew York: BUreau or Pi6ilcat ona, Teaiberia 
College, Colu.bia UniYersity, 193S 
' 
criteria tor seleetion et the weria which appe.ar on the list 
were: 1. interest or the word to the ~hild, 2. utility of 
the word to the ~hild, 3. relative trequeney ot the word in 
a large sampling or representative primary literature, 
4· trequeney or appearance or the wsrd in children's spoken 
languqe. 
Uhrbrook1 studied a rive-year-old girl's vocabulary bJ 
analyzing what the Child dietated into an ediphone during aix 
weeka preceding her ritth birt1l4ay. T:b.e child used 1,885 
different common words an4 562 dirterent proper nouns with 
v~1Dg trequenoiea. The running word count was 24,000 
words; the averace DUmber or dittereDt words per 1,000 was 
290 words. Three-t.artba or the dictated material inTo1ved 
the use or only 141 different co ... n words, each of which 
recurred 20 or more times. 
Do1oh2 estiJU.ted the vocabulary or a child begiQnir&a 
rirst grade at 2,703 words. To obtain the estt.ate ke took 
510 words from the I. K. U. list that bad a frequency ot 100 
or aore and presented them to teachers to see if they tho•&at 
taat cnildren would know thea. These 510 words were accepted 
as known to ~ildren. Then he tested children's knowledge or 
609 words taken from tour ot the werd groups of the Combined 
Word List. Two h.ndred eighty aevea words were tound to be 
k:uwn to 7$% ot the children. 
1~· Uhrbrock, Richard Steplaen, "Words Most Frequently Us~d by 
a Five Year 014 Girl,• Jo~nal of Educational Psychololl, 
27: 155, 158, February, 1936 
2. Dolcll:, E. s., "How Maoh Word Knowledge Do Children Bring 
t• Grade One?n, Ele.-ntary E!sliah Review~ 13: 177-83, 
May, 1936 
J 0 
- t 1 K7 e •o~iled a list o£ 100 basic words uaable by 
pri-.ry srade teaahers iD all paaaes of Classwork iDYolviD! 
words. To obtain thia list ae took the 1110st common words 
troa the pri-.ry grade lists ot Gates, Hockett, aDd .Stone. 
Tkeae worda ehecked favorably with warda from liats made b7 
the . Comadttee on Reading of the Rational Societ7 tor the 
Study ot Education and the Child St•dJ Committee of the 
InteP.Dational Kindergarten Union. 
Thornd1ke2 analyzed reading matter to obtain a list ot 
30,000 woraa. The frequeaey ot occurrence of each word waa 
iDjioa~ed on the Thorndike general count ot 1931, the Lorge 
magazine count, the Thorndike count ot 120 juvenile books, 
and the Lorge-Thorndike se-.ntio count. 
Riaaland3 at~e~ted to riad the frequency of use ot 
words, srade by grade, tro• first to eishth grade of m&DJ 
allildrea from all sections ot the oolUltry. One hundred 
thousand two hundred twelve ckildrents compositions from 
708 schools were analyzed. His data showed: 1. that there 
ia a wide range ot words used bJ children; 2. almost any word 
may be used b'1 a child if ita mei.Jling is understood aDi if it 
oo.es within the range of the writing; 3. there were 11,061 
different words that ocsurred eDly once or twice in aft1 
arade ia additioD to a few alans or Child expressions. 
1~ Kyte, Geo~ge c., "Cere Vocabu1~ tor the Primary Grades," 
E1e-.ntm scaool Journal, 44: 1.57-66, November, 1943 
'- .. . 
2. 
3. Riaaland, He!U'J D~. , A Basic Vocabularz of Eleaen.ta~ 
Sohoel Children, New York: Tii Bacid11Ul CoDipa!1'1' r45 
1"1 
Hod!kina1 recorded the apentaneoualy spoken words or 
nureerr school ahildren rangin~ in age !rom 2 years, 3 montha, . 
te 4 yeara, 9 montaa, at time or enrollment. She obtained a 
ruDDift! word count or 207,956. The number or different words 
was 2,792. The words were tabulated aecording to the age ot 
the child who spoke the wer~. Ske indicated the words that 
appeared in the I. K. U. liat but did not occur on her list, 
and 1ntiicated the words appear ins on her list that were not 
in the I. K. u. list. 
2 Hildreth co~ared tb.e Dale, Dolcll, am Rinsland word 
liata. The Dale list contains 769 easy words common to 
Thoradike's first thousand ~st frequent English words in 
reading context and the tirst thousand aost frequent words 
kno¥n by children on entering the first grade. The .Dolch list 
ot 220 words colllDOn in the reading am speaking vocabulary ot 
elemsntary aehool children as determined from a ~ber or 
different word counts, makes up _more than 50% of elementary 
school textbook .. terial. The Rinsland list of 256 words 
used most frequeat11 by Children, Grades I to VIII, in their 
writiq and having a frequency ot 3,000 or over, was combined 
with the Dale and Dolch lists il'lto a new list. Hildreth 
found some overlapping in the lists as well as differen?es 
att;ributable to tae nature o:r the lists and the way in which 
1. HodgkiBa, Alaa M., "The Tabulation of the Spontaneous 
Speaking Vocabulary et 162 Two to .Five-Year Old Children 
in a Buraery School,• Master•s ~eaia, Beaton University, 
1947 . 
2~ Hildreth, Gertrude, "A Co~arison of tae Dale; Dolch, and 
Rinsland ~rd Liata," Jourpal of Educational Psychologz, 
39: 40-6, January, 1948 
' 
12 
their component words were aeleo~ed. The list contains all 
words children should learn to •pell and reeosnize in print 
and should take precedence in drill, a~ a frame-work on 
which to build vocabulary, addiBg other less commonly used 
werda. Hildreth advises that tkis list should Dot be empha-
si'zed ahead of any other words and these words should not be 
drilled on in isolation. This oo~ined list lends itself 
well to unified lantaage teaching in the lower grades in 
line with an increasing tendency to combine reading and writ-
in& vocabularies in school practice for easier and more per-
maaen$ word mastery. 
McLatclq and Wa4el11 JMde a study of the words used in 
priaers and first readers, u•ing 25 basal reading aeries 
most co~nly in use tllroughout the country. They compiled 
a vocabulary list showiBg: 1. those words co.mon to all 
primers and first readers, 2. those words found in all first 
readers, 3. those words found in 70~ of the primers and first 
readers, and 4. those words to\Uld in aore than 70tl> ot the 
first read~rs and in less than 70tf; of the primers. 
Battit et a12 recorded the spoken vocabulary of children 
from nursery-kindergarten through the third grade. The 
various types of stimulation used included questions, games, 
aamipg, aovies, slides, televi•ion, i.agination, dramatization, 
'1. KoLatcay, Josephine, and Wadell, Frances R., "List of 
Co.-on WGrda for First Grade," Educational Resear•h 
Bulletin, 30: 151-9, s~~·•ber, 1951 
2. Battit, Agnes et al, "The Spentaneeua Sp~aking Vocabulary 
ot Children in lfursery-Kindergarten, Grades One, Two, ancl 
Three," Master's 'fhesis, Boston University, 1954 
. .. 
tripa, and pictures. A word list was compiled tore ach 
grade, tabulated to lbow the frequency, the sex of the 
speaker, and the a1e in aontas ot the speaker. Three thou-
sand tour hundred aineteen words were obtained tor nurserr-
kindergarten; 2,051 were obtained tor grade 1; 4,445 were 
obtained ror grade 2; and 3,149 ware obtained tor grade 3. 
O. Ori.tieiaa and. Use of Word Lists 
Wheeler ad Howe111 co~~pared the Gates word list, 1926 
edition, with the Tocabulary of ten primers and ten first 
readers published under the original copyright dates of 1922 
or later. SeTenty-tour percent of the first $00 words in 
the Gates list were found in the readers. 
Dale2 collpared the I. K. u. Teeabulary list to the most 
frequent thouaaDd words in Thorndike's 8 Teaeher•s VOrd Book. 8 
SeTen hundred sixty-Dine words were found to be common to 
both lists and constituted Dale's List I. Dale's List II 
vas made up ot 230 words tound in Thorndike but not found in 
the I. K. U. list. It was pointed out that all the words in 
the I. K. u. list are not kDown to all children entering the 
tirst ~rade. 
Doloa3 oo!pared lia.ta of words used by ehildrel\ to secure 
"' 1. Wheel~, H. E., and Howell, E. A., "Pirst-Grade Vocabula17 
Study;" Elementan; Solaool Jourll&l, 31: $2-60, Sept., 1930 
2. D.ale, Edgar, •A Comparison of Two Word Lists," Educational 
Resear&A Bulletin~ 18: 48~-89, Deceaber, 1931 
3. Dolch~ E. w., "Baaic Sigat VecabularJ ot 220 Word•~" 
Eleaen,arz School Journal~ )6: 456-60, February, 1936 
14 
a basic sight Toeabulary. Included in the comparison were 
the I. K. U. list, the first 500 words on the Gates list, and 
the Wheeler and Howell list. It was found that 27 words in-
eluding such worcis as "upon11 , "ita", "always", "such", 11besttt, 
"better•, •goes", were fo11Dd only in the first two lists but 
w.re inol~ded in the basic aigat Yocabulary, althouga the cri-
teria was appearance on all tAre& lists. Nouns were not in-
cluded on the list which is comprised of 220 words. Dolch 
reported a list of "XinetJ-fiye Neuns Coamon to the Three 
Wora Lists but not Rec~ended tor a Basic Sight Vocabulary." 
MOKee1 , going under tvo taadamental hypotheses--one does 
Bot read a s,..bol Wll.ess 1l.e raaliaea soae degree of correct 
me.arrl.:m.g, the s ource of meaniag in reading lies iD. tbe con-
cepts or meanings whick the reader takes with him to the 
printed page,-- attempted to answer thia question: "Does 
th.e fact that the words constituting the vocabtllary of a 
gi Ten book can be found aaeng the moat lllportant words of a 
noteworthy reading-word list guarantee that the Yocabulary of 
the book is within the underatanding of Children for whom it 
is intended?" This is an important question· because authors 
and publishers eo~are the yocabular.r of books with Thorndike's 
list which is also a readin& TOeabulary list, hence a list of 
woria useci in preYiou• beoka. Therefore a favorable compari-
son dees Bot neoessaril~ aeaa the words inTolyed are understood 
bz eleaentarz achoel childreD. McKee stated that m.any 
1. McKee, Paul, "Word Lists and Vocabulary Difficulty in Read-




h1gh-trequenoy words are not ill the understaniing of children 
because they do net have the ooncepta the words represent. 
Many low trequenc7 words are not found in lists but are 
understood by the Qhildren because they do have the meanings 
the words s7Dbolize. Otten, substituting a higher frequenc7 
wora with the .same oonoept tor a low frequency word which is 
not understood, will not .ake vocabulary less difficult. 
Available word lists don•t show the various ue anings at 
given grade levels, but individual words are used with many 
different meanings in children's reading material. In sum-
aarizing, McKee concludes that tae Tllorndike list is the best 
available guide for determ!nias vocabulary difficulty but in 
using it one must concern hiaself mainly with words and 
phrases to determine reading difficulty, vhfle sentence 
structure also determines difficulty. The Thorndike list is 
a good instrument and this article is not a criticism of it 
but of ita indiaerimdnate use b7 authors, publiabers, and 
uncritical purchasers. He adds that,•It will be impossible 
to measure care.fully the vocabulary difficulty of reading 
material until there is available a list of words, together 
with their different .eanings which children understand at 
different grade levels.• 
Buawe111 reported on the third revision, 1945 edition 
of the Teaoher' s Word Book by Thorndike includ!Dg the 30,000 
-.at oommon words 111 the EngL iah language. This book is 
1. Buawell, M. T., •Thorndike Word Book Revised," Elementary 
School Jou~al, 45: 249-251, Januarr, - 1945 
16 
diTided into f1Te parta: Part I eontaina words occurring at 
least once per 1,000,000 worda; Part II contains words ooour-
rins at least once per 4,000,000 worda; Part III consists or 
explanatory notes, deacriptioaa, references to descriptions 
of tlae wer4 counta; Part IV contains the number of occurrences 
in the Lorge 11agazine count and tlle Lorge-Thorndike semantic 
count or words oceurriD« 1,000 or .ore tiaas in either or 
these counts; Part V lists the 500 words occurring moat 
rrequently and the 500 words oc.urriag next ~st frequently. 
The proression is indebted to Tkoraaike and Lorge because 
tae labor and care inTolTed are prodigious. Given words in 
tae list eeeur once with one ratins wnich is a composite or 
all the ways in whick tae word ia used. The difficulty in 
a SiTeD oaae ia related to the particular use of a word but 
tlt.e present word. list throws Do 11pt on tlrl.a factor. Words 
.. .,. TITf in uaaiq fro• one p-acle leTel to another and 
totaling all the .aaainca tosetaer does not giTe sufficient 
piclance it one is prepariq material for a particular gract.e. 
The Talue ~r a list suoh as this depends on how it ia used 
and deoiaiona .ust be subjectiTe. 
K1saliag1 discusses research dome b1 Seashore, undertaken 
in the payoaoloSJ clepart.ent at Northwestern UniTersity, in-
Testigating children's Toeabularies, which reTealed that 
children's use and knowledge ot words ia sreater than 
supposed. Seaahore bel1eTes that waile the average classroom 
~.----------------- ~ 1. Kissling, L. E., "A New Li!&t on ChildreD 1 a Vocabulary," 
troa a report sent tc S&hool and Soc1etz by tbe 
Northwestern News SerTice, 6&: . 163-4, August, 1947 
17 
reader introduces on1y 500 new words a year, the avera~e oAild 
hi .. elt adds 5,000 new Dasio aad derivative words annually to 
aia vooabularr. In additisn, Seashore feels tnat nothing 
short of an· adequate sampling ot an unabridged dictionary will 
serve as a valid .. asureaent ot tetal vocabulary sizes When 
eellecting words for lists. People tested for vocabulary size 
auat be &iven a chance te show all the words they know. 
Seeger• and Seashore1 41aouase4 Seashore's findiD!S in 
regard to the increaaed size of children's vocabularies wftioa 
raised serious questions as to tae accuracy of several widely 
ael4 e4uoational beliefs. For example the initial vocabulary 
of scaool children is s-.11, rate et vocabulary growth is 
aaall, and it is necessary to control the nu.ber ot new ter .. 
use• 1• texta. The conclusion reached was that in collecting 
vocabulary, tke larger the ~ber of words in the dictionary 
from whieh word a.-plea are taken, the greater will be the 
estiaated size ot vocabulary. 
Doloa2 wrote a critioisa queationing Seashore's vocabu-
lary report. He oited the erratic inoonaistency of the 
ti~rea 1D tae Seashore report and inaisted that growth must 
follow ae.e curve. Dolo& reported hew erratic figures .. 7 be 
caused. Dolch also showed that the ftgures violated everyday 
1. Seegera, J. c. and Seashore, R. H., •How Large are Chil-
dren'• Vocabularies." Ele .. ntary En&lish Review, 26: 
181-194, April, 1949 
2. Dolch, E. w. and Seashore, R. H., "Implications of the 
Seasaore Vocabulary Report with Reply bJ R. H. Seashore,• 
Eleaeatary !!Jlisa Review, 26: 407-13, November, 1949 
' 
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experience because the preacAool ~1ld would haTe had to 
learn ten new words per day and the second and tb.!rd grade 
child, twent,y new words per day. Dolch concluded that the 
whole subject of the Seashore Vocabulary Report should be 
studied aad Terified with new aa.plings. Seashore defended 
the Sadta report, prepareQ under aia supervision, and stated 
that a growth curTe would A&Te to · be constructed ln answer 
to tae problea raised by Dolck. He stated that it would be 
necessarJ to retest the s~ pupils for twelYe grades using 
alternate forms to aYoid possible ueaory. He belieyed this 
weuld be a costly procedure. 
Eldridge, Holton, ud Sasse1 compared the Yocabu.lary of 
MOther Goose to tae YocabularJ lists of Gates, Rinsland, the 
I. K. u. list and the Boston UDiTersity Educational Clinic 
PriJU.ry Word List. Tlte words ooliDlon to one or more of these 
lists and to MOther Goose were tabulated. The purpose was 
to analyze which words would be meaningful to the child. The 
findings akowed whick werds were co.mon to a child's vocabu-
lary utd ll6lieJa werds llad. to be taapt for a 11a%11ltla under-
ate,J:uiins oi" HDther Geoa•. 
1. El4r1dse, K. A., Holton, E. T., and Sasso, P. G., 
8 A:m.alysia ot Hetlaer Gooae Vooa'bulary," SerTice Paper, 
Boston UD.1Tera1ty, 1949 
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II. Related Stu41ea 
J.. Teachiy o:t L!1!J!ase 
Wr1gat1 found tAat the ayerage adult uses less than 
12,000 words. He stated tkat a &~n depends on muscular 
aotions ad lal'l!U~• to show his Ental reactions to the 
enYironaent. The older a persen gets, the more dependent 
he beeo.ea on lan«Uage. 
Stone2 conducted a 1tud7 et 107 priaary grade bookl 
whieh inoluded 5,314 different woraa. He concluded that 
independence in read!~ .. tter et a leYel comparable with 
that of a typical tA!rd grade reader requires a workable 
mastery of a relatiyely large Yocabulary. Thi1 TOoabulary 
cannot be introiuced in the •.ual £iTe-book series o:t 
primary grade readers. 
Brittain and Fitzgerald3 reported the findings of 
Brittain who collected 200 taemea from 18 second ~rade class-
roo ... About aalt, 1,729, of tke taemes were directed, i. e., 
written after diaeussion. The otaer half, 1,845, were un-
directed. Liats were kept of the words used, their 
1 .• Wri~t, Rollal, -wlaat Do Worcla Mean to Your Child," 
Rational Parent Teacher's Macazine, June, 1927, pp. 19 
2. Stone, Clarence B., •vocabulary Based on 107 Primary 
Grade Books,•. Elemeatary Soaeol Jov.rnal, 42: 452-5, 
Fe l)ruarr, 1942 
3. Brittain, Francis J. ud Fitz1erald; J. A., "Vocabulary 
and Spel1in~ Errors of Second Grade Children's Them&s,• 
Eleaentarz ER&liaa Reyiew, 19: 43-50, February, 1942 
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frequency, and tae number of spelling errors. There was a 
total of 122,283 runnias verda and 3,072 different words 
aDd expresaions. 
Gunderaon1 attempted to determdne what provision is made 
by haaio readers for wideninc Yecabularies and what aid is 
proYide4 in tae readers for ~eeping alive" tbe need for 
.eaaing. It waa found that readers provide for the develop-
ment of aeani~ by the use of SJUDJU loiliell increase in the 
second and third readera. .-an1Q! Yocabulary increases as 
tae cR114 aeea relations between synonym. and basic verbs. 
Selke2 studied readin& to deterDdne what words caused 
most dittioulty to pupila in second ~ade. He used 203 words 
whiG& were •oat eomaon to 15 or more ,rimers. He tested 1,700 
pupils. He concluded that aoae words were learMd with aore 
diftioulty than others and that pa•Diea instruction was Bot 
~ctioninc as it aheuld. He eited the example "ita" lilich 
was known by 90% or the ch.ilclr•• and -hits" whieh was known 
by 67%. The study aaowed woria that ca.uaed DIGst difficulty. 
DiasatisfaetioB with reaults ef usual methods of teach-
in@; spelling lecl Gunclerson3 to . ua.e a different metllod. She 
substituted tree writing tor tla.e usual spelling lessons. A 
1. Gunderson, A. G., "ProYisioD in Readers for Developin! 
Meaninss VocaDulary iB Grades One, TwG and '1'1lree," 
Elementary School Journal, 43: 41-6, September, 1942 
2. Selke, Erich, -word Reoogaition Difficulties of Second 
Grade Pupils," Kleaentary Engl1sa Review, 20: 155-6, 
April, 1943 . 
3. Gunderson, A. G., "Writing V•cabularies of Seven Year 
Olda.• Eleaent!£7 SehoGl JoUPDal• 43: 590-600, June, 
1943 
purpose was to find the correlation, if any, between the vo-
cabulary used by a child in laia free wri till! and the voeabu-
18.17 of Ilia spellinr; textbook. It vas found that wri tinr; 
vocabularies are not general but individual and tlaat there 
was a wide variance in the Bu.ber of' different words used by 
clliliren. 
Enr1&at1 inveati~ated 63 f'irat ~ade reading books to 
determine the usual words waie~ required a background of 
understanding by the child for comprehension. She found by 
-
means of a self-devised test tA&t there were 652 unusual 
words in tae readers used. It waa also found that experience 
fields are net too well known ~ the children and that in no 
experience field waa there oe-,lete understanding. 
2 Tae purpose ef Traxler• s studJ' was to try to pron de 
more information on relationsaipa between the knowledge of 
word •anin& and over-all acbie't'ement. A hi!;R relationship 
was found to exist. 
Krantz3 conducted a co.,lete analysis of all prinary 
~ade readins materials. He foURd a wide variance in the 
rate of word introduction and little relationship between 
the raqe of d1ffioult7 and tae intended p-ade placement. He 
CGnclucled that better grading ot the readers would reduce 
pupil failure and increaae interest. 
1. lhlript, Kl1zabet11. L., •An~7•1• of ~indergarten Chil-
drea's Speakin« Vocab~ary in Relation to First Grade 
Readiag Needs," Master's TAeaia, Boston UniversitJ, 1943 
2. Trul.er, A. E., "Relationship Between Voeabular,. ed 
General .Aehieve• •t in th.e Elemntary School, • Elemen-
tary Sc&oel Jouraal, 45: 331-3, February, 194.5 
3. Kraatz, L. L., "EngineeriB& a Primary Grade Reading 
Proptaa," Ele••ntm School Journal; 4.5: 386-93, March, 
19ll-5 
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Fleiaca1 , a fourth 1rade teacaer, stimulated vocabulary 
!rOwta by use of pictures. Tae better pupils drew pictures 
tor their worda while tae leas able pupils drew pictures first 
and then labeled taea. The pictures were exhibited in the 
roo• so taat the children were constantly surrounded by useful 
words. At tae eDd ot tae year a standardized reading test 
revealed that tae childrea•s ~cabulariea were adyanced two 
or three years beyond their grade leYel. 
Weart2 drew pictures to portray action and give concept 
llld meuing to words. These were drawn to explain more than 
one .. &Dill8 in order to enlarge the number of conceptual 
i .. !es words ins~ire. Tae .author found that words beeoDe 
110re meanin!ful. and vooa'bulary mastery mounts when children 
associate words am pictures. 
Haadlon3 presents ideas to be incorporated in the teach-
in! of voeab•lary since there is wide interest in vocabulary 
deYelopment on the part of teaeaers, students, and adults. 
M&DJ basic understandings about lan!uage must be developed 
1n conjunction with teach1ag yooabulary, such as how words 
acquire aeaning, the fact th.at wrds haTe eoJE!Only accepted 
meanints for co..unication, that coatext is necessary for 
dete.rainig the appropriate JHUling of a word in a gi van 
1. Fleiaek, Marion, •Picturea Help Vocabulary Growth," 
Eleaentan Eng11.ah ReTiev, 222: 317-20, December, 1945 
2. Weart, Buta M~, "Picture Aida for Vocabulary Mastery," 
Gra'e Teaeaer • 6 3: p. 24, Jaauary, 1946 
3. Handle_n, B., "Vocabulary DeTelop•nt," Elementarz English 
ReTiew, 23: 350-7, Deceaber, 1946 
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aeleotiGn, etc. It is i*Portaat to have children sain the 
understanding that language ia mot risidl~ fixed but words 
change in •eaning, chan!& from one part of speech to anotla.er, 
and tllat language coaes f'irst w1 th rules following to show 
ita pattern. The practice of anal~zing, pigeonholing, and 
classifying wor4s in classroo~, often in a pattern not con-
sistent wita current usage, defeats the develop.ent of tnese 
understandings. 
Bond1 attempted to learn how word naeanings are acquired 
and implied methods to improTe reading in content fields. 
He concluded that there is a wide variation in the extent 
of vocabula~ a child is able to assimilate and that the 
basis of word meaniD! is first kand ~erienoe. 
2 Seasaore reported that the average reading book intro-
duces .500 new words per year, while the average child in-
creases ais ~cabulary at the rate of approximatel~ 5,000 
new basic and derivative words per year. 
Stude) cited the ways in wnich students may best increase 
their aastery of words. He said that .ore attention Should 
be given to learning additioaal aeanings of l«>rds they already 
kaye in their ~eabu~aries. 
1. 
2. Seaaaore, Rebert H., wA Jew Light on CA11dren•s Vocabu-
laries," Sclloe,l and Societz, 66: 16 3-4, August, 194 7 
3. Stu4e, o. H., "Vccabula~ WOrk: Words and Many Meanings,• 
Cle&ri!g House, 23: 104-5, October, 1948 
' 
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Dolck1 discussed tae pr•ble-. related to determining 
tae difficulty or reading J.U.tter waen Tooabulary lists are 
used, and their relation to each problem dealt with. He 
asserts that "readable" means •readable after a certain 
amount of teaching," regardless of what lists are used in 
tke beginning. Also discussed in this article is the method 
of deTelopimg readable materials. He concluded by listing 
the Tocabulary stu41es to tae date of writing. 
Cox and Hugaea2 based their study on records taken tae 
tirst twe Mnths of th.e first grade during the free conver-
sation period. Two classroom. or caildren were used. The 
words used b~ tae children were compared to the preprimers 
and pri.ars used in Los Angeles County during the period 
1940-1946. The study excluded in the vocabulary count proper 
names and words which "denoted soUDds or special action made 
by objects and animals." The Tocabulary count was 1,097 dif-
ferent words. Four hundred one words were used in the 
readers. Three hundred thirty-one words were common to the 
speech of tke children and the readers. The children's words 
were p-oupeci in categories and when the~ were compared to the 
readers, it was found that words designating objects or things 
differed Tastly. It was teun4 taat there was extensive over-
lappias of Tocabu1!£Y in the readers. DescriptiTe words used 
1. Doloa, E. v., "Use of Vocabulary Lists in Predietins Read-
ability and ia D~Yel•pins Read.i•g Materials," EleiEntan; 
Enclish ReT:Lew, ·26: 11-1.2-lt-9, llareh, 1949 
2 ·. ·~ .. cex, ViTian K., and Hugaes, Marie .J!., "Languase of First 
Graae Cait~en," El-..atarz !!lliah, 26: 373-380, 
BoTeJiher, 1949 
by the children tetalled 110 while those found in the read-
era totalled 39. Words denoting action used by the children 
totalled 314 while those used in the readers totalled 105. 
Seashore and Morin1 reported a series of studies ~ioh 
showed tltat children' 1 vocabul.arie s are larger tban origi-
nally believed. They stated tA&t new teaching methods should 
tkerefore be used, but thej did not specifically state these 
metaoda. They eonoluded that aotiTation had been neglected 
and should be improved by directed real experience and by 
vicarious experieace. 
Betta2 identified readift! 1n the language sequence by 
show.tng som.e of tlte relations.b.ips of listening, speaking, 
and writing. Also described were some of the procedures for 
eatiaatins langua!e achieYe•nt so tllat guidance in readms 
caa be iDitiated on a systematic basis. 
Gra73 atte.~~pted to tinti out llow students learn to trans-
fer taeir readin! TocabularJ to their thinking, ~eaking, and 
writing. She found that written expression necessitating 
clear thinkin« and a wise choiee of words set down in logi-
cal order helpa build Yocabulariea. Also conCluded was that 
reading Yocabularies are lar!er th.an our own thinking, apeak-
iy, 11aten1y aad writing vocabularies. Suggested were waya 
1. Seashore, R. H. and MOrin, R. E., "Clearing tbe Way for 
Vocabulary DeTelop.ent," B4~cation D1cest, 16: 43-5, 
October, 1950 
2. Betts, E. A., •Reading in the Language DeTelopment 
Sequellce,• Sibliepaplll Bd., 71: 574-95, May, 1951 
J. Gray, Lilliaa, "M&kin! It ~eir 0wn•, N. E. A. Journal, 
40: 405-6, Septeaber, 1951 
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to exped1t8 tae transfer of vocabulary and to enrich vocabu-
1 ary • anin~s. 
1 Dunn reported a study in the first grade Which DBasured 
meaniqs tor words taken t:roa first grade read!~ books. A 
test of 73 words was givea orally to each of 50 first grade 
children. It was found taat tirst grade children need to 
have various meanings of the words in first grade readers; 
taat 51 words aad iaeorrect reaponses; 10 ~rds had complete 
underatandin&; 9 words aad no reaponae; 26 words had 5o% or 
leas understanding; 14 words had lesa understandiag than the 
word in another form. 
Mattola2 studied the effect of teaching new words in 
isolation and in phrases in beginniag reading in relation 
to their effect on the following: 1. acquiring a sight ~cabu­
l&rJ, 2. reading aebievememt, 3. different in~e~ligenoe levels, 
4 . . 1earning rates of boys ~d ~irla. The difference between 
the two BEtheds used in eaeh area studied was consistently m 
favor of words taught in isolation. 
Spainhour3 conducted a study to determine specific ex-
periences needed by children in the first grade for beginning 
readias • . Tlle vocabulary used tor tll.e study was compiled from 
1. Dunn, Margaret v., "Word Meaaings in the First Grade," 
Master's Theais, Boston Un1Yersity, 1951 
2. Mattola, Margaret D., "The Effect of Teaching Reading 
Vocabulary by Words in Isolation and Phrases in the First 
Grade," Master's Thesis, Beston UniTeraity, 1951 
3. Spaiakeur, Bernice P., •AnalJ.sis of First Grade Basal 
Reading Series for Words that Require Real Life Experiences 
for ~anin!ful Beginning Reading,• Master's Taesis, Boston 
UniversitJ, 1952 
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beginning reading books and cl·assi.tied into 26 experience 
fields. The study conoluded taat first grade basal readers 
provide a fair degree of material related to Children's ex-
periences but enriehment in tke field of nature could be 
heigatened with supple•entarr books. 
LaBrant et a11 stated that research has revealed the 
inadequacy of our present knowledge and understanding in the 
fields of teaching writing and 1 earning how to write. They 
list a nUBher of suggestions for researca in tke areas of 
vocabulary growtk aad use and semantic problems. 
A study to determine the readability of supplementary 
11aterial for first grade child.ren and to arrange this mater-
ial for convenient use by teachers of the primary grades was 
made by Hale2 • She analyzed four reading series. Her find-
ings were: 1. Tkere were 750 different words in the vocabu-
larJ of the four series; 2. There were 272 words in the 
supplementary material which were in children•s speaking 
Tocabulary but were not included in the basal series. 
NUtting3 studied the comparative effectiveness of teach-
i!S new words in isolation or in phrases in the middle of the 
1. LaBrant, L. et al, "Needed Researck in Language Expression," 
Elementaq Engl.iall, 29: 35-38, Januai"J, 1952 
2. Hale, Esther T., "A Study of Vocabulary Difficulties in 
First Grade Children's Literature," Master's Thesis, 
Bcs ton Uni nrsit7, 1952 
3. Nutting, Hazel J., •comparison of Effectiveness of Two 
Methods ot Presentin~ New Words in Reading in Middle 
Grade One," Master's Thesis, Bm ton UniTersit}', 1952 
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first srade. ~·· found that taere was little difference, 
all of the. differences being in tae ra.,or of teachi~ in 14o-
latiea. Intelli8enee appeared to be uni-.ortant in either 
metaod. 
Herrick and Learr1 sa.,e fi.,e directives for guiding the 
language deTelop .. nt of children: 1. Keep a continuous 
record; 2. The school saoQ!d know about a child's lan«U&ge 
experiences at home and outside school; 3. KnoWledge of child 
development can contribute aigniticaatly; 4. Child developaent 
can help in determining tae -a~ure ot deYelop.ental sequences, 
tae beat conQitiona for learainc, aad the ·develop~ntal taa~a 
ia laQSUage; 5. TAe adequacy of the child's language deyelop-
ment is depenclent on the nature and speed or his develop•n-
tal pattern at that time·. 
Striekland2 stresses the aeed to develop creativity 1n 
the yoUD« child. She states that a child's growth in creativ-
ity depends on faith in hi~elf and others, a sense of personal 
worth and responsibility, initiati.,e and industry. 
Sternlieb3 augsested six devices for stimulating .,ocabu-
lary growta. She includes collection and definition of new 
words, 11sten1q for new worcia use& by ot:t_ters, g1 rtng differ-
ent deacr1pti.,e words fer text~•· sound, odor, color, etc. 
1. Herriek, V. E. and Leary, B. E., •children's Language 
De.,elop.ent and Home aBd SeAool Practices," Elementarz 
En&lish, 30: 361-73, Ootober, 1953 
2. Strickland, R. G., "Creative_ActiYities in the Lan~age 
Arts in the Ele-ntary Sollo•l, • lUementaq Eee;lisll, 32: 
147-9, March, 195$ 
3. Sternlieb, I. B., •stiall.ating Vocabulary Growth, n !!.!!!, 
Points, 37: 48, April, 1955 
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Clark and Meultan1 reported that lists of l«)rd.s o:r eacla. 
of four basal series from prepriaer tarou!h the first reader 
were built. Sixty-seven words · were oommon to the four series 
studied. Four stories were written, including all of the 
words in the four series. Results of testing the Children 
after completing one prepriJBer ••owed that the,- knew the 
vocabulary of the preprtmer studied but most ot them were not 
able to read words from other systems. At the primer level 
it was found taat thirty-two children read one hundred words 
that had not been · taugllt. It was conCI. uded that trans fer 
from one system to anoth.er at t1le primer level was possible 
if new words present at one time are controlled. 
~rington2 attempted to survey the knowledge of first 
grade ehildren for one aundrea words of the vocabulary pre-
sented in tke "Aliee , and Jerry Series", Row, Peterson and 
Compa~, 1948. Ninety boys and eighty girls were tested. 
She found taat: 1. Taat area of the vocabulary test in whicn 
Bo% of the responses were correct was the area most enriched 
by out-of-school associations for the first grade age child; 
2. Bo areas tested were so familiar that more c omplete under-
stan.din~r would not be gained D'J an extensive enrichment pro-
gram; 3. Many oh.ildren lack experience in some part of each 
area suryeyed.. 
1. Clark~~- F. M. and Monaltan, K. M., "A Controlled Vocabulary," 
Jou,rnal ot ~duoat1oa, 137: 15, Hay, 1955 
2. Pur1ft!ton, JJerissa E., "A Survey of the Knowledge of 
Vocabulary of First Gracle Childrea," Master's Thesia, 
Boston Un1Yers1ty, 1952 
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1 Phillips conducted a surTey to measure the background 
experiences needed tor reading tae Ginn Basic Readers for 
first grade. sae aQministere4 a test to 93 boys and 74 
girls at the first grade level. Her conclusions were: 
1. There were no WQrds known by all the children; 2. There 
were no experience areas t .ested that were not known to some 
ot the childrea; 3. '?here were tour experience areas in 
which more than 80~ of the children knew the vocabulary--
people, transportation, places, and science; 4. The girls 
scered higher in the areas of people, science, home, 
co~nity, and pla1; the bo7a soored higher in the area of 
transportation. 
Garber2 ceapared the grade one vocabularies of three 
baaal rea4ing systems--the •eurrieulum Foundation Series•, 
the "Reading Foundation Series,• and the "Ginn Basic 
Rea~ers.• Tae "S•ott, Fores-.n Currioulua Foundation 
Series• was used as the baaic test set. The purpose was to 
discover the overlapping of veaabu.lary in the systems and 
to show what words must be ta~t to transfer from one sys-
tem to another. The cone lusion showed that many new words 
must be taugnt before one can switch from one system to 
another. The analysis tended to show a trend toward a core 
voca.bula17 in the first grade reading books. 
1. Phillips, Helen M., "A Survey of tbe Experience Background 
of First Grade Children," Maater 1a Thesis, Boston University, 
1952 
2. Garber, F. c., "A Comparison of the Grade One Vocabulary 
ot Taree Basal Reading S,stems: The Curriculum Founda-
tion Series, the Reading Foundation Series, and the Ginn 
Basic Readers,• Master's Taeais, Boston UniTersity, 1952 
B. Testina 
l Raja took tke best known studies of vocabulary of 
81 
,children's themes--Jones, Bauer, and Tidyman--as represen-
tative of the . written 10oabulary of childre~ to compare the 
written and spoken vocabulary as to range, extent of overlap 
and type of words in overlap. Only words of the lowest 
grade placement in each theme studJ were used. The studJ con-
cluded: theme lists are not adequate measures of vocabulary 
in certain phasea of experieaoe; nearly all words found in 
written vocabulary occur also in spoken Tocabu.larJ; some 
tnes of words aria in! in ia-tima te situations and in the 
h.oae are found in spoken vocabulary onl1; generally, spokea 
vocabulary prov14es a better .. aSQre of Child's spelling 
needs than the best known the-. studies. 
Seashore and Eokeraon2 eenaucted an experiment based on 
370,260 words taken from the FuDk and Wagnalls New Standard 
Diction& ef ~n&lislD. Lanll!age, unabridged edition, to: build 
a set of tests to estimate tke total size of general English 
vocabular,. in term. of dictionary entries; determine average 
size, range, variability and norms among c0lle!e graduates; 
determine accuracy by variation• between odd and even ite~ 
of a main test and tneir relations; to obtain preliminarJ 
data on the size of the vocabul.ary ot actual use, wr1 tten and 
s!okea, and :pea•ible use; to in•est1gate interrelations of 
1. Raja, Jeanette ~. "vritt~n and Spoken Vocabul~ry of 
Children," Ble•ntm Snsliah Review, 10: 74-77, 1933 
2. Seaahore, R. H. and Eckerson, L. D., "Measure• nt of 
Individual Di.fterences 1il Gene~al English .Vocabulary," 
Journal .ot Edueational Pszc:Roloe:q, 31: 14-37. 1940 
4 . 
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tae si~e or reoopiti·on of ••cabulary with other intellectual 
abilities. They oon•luded tAat ~cabulary testing has not 
been developed intensively or extensively enough am th.at 
greater intensiYe investigation of children'S Vo.cabularies 
will show that taeir Tocabularies should be described in 
thousands rather than in •undreda of words. 
Gerwitz1 conc:iucted studies in word frequency to construct 
and use tests for the wora-flueney ability of children and to 
determine the relationships existing between word-fluency as 
measured by these teats and ota~r .easures of behavior: 
oareaelocieal a~e, stanford-BiDet .ental age, the number or 
semesters spent by the ckildr&n in preschool and the scope ot 
Toeabulary ot tae. ~aildren as .. asured by two different typea 
of Tecabulary tests. It,.. also intended to determine tlte 
interrelationships among t4ese Tarlables. Written tests of 
t1le word-flueno7 ability tor older age levels were used as a 
guide to eo11position of ori&iUl tests tor young children to 
measure tkeir abilit7 to produoe words as distinguished .from 
their ability to understand ta••· The results of the study 
detel'lldned tllat word-fluenc7 tests. in .. general, had lligb.er 
relationships wi tla mental age taan cluoDological age and 
that there are two abilities iaTolTed in word-.flueney: taat 
the rate o.f werd aa.sec:1ation is dependent on the amount of 
reatr1ot1cn i!poeed. 
1 .• Gerwitz, J. L., ·~tudies ~-!Vord-Fluency: Its Relation 
to Vocabulary and Bental A«•· in Young Children," 
Ped,aee~al s.ell1pm, 72; 16S-76, June, 194'8 
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Gewa1 ooaclueteci a piotorial cll.eck of tll.e experience 
baokp-eund ot 126 children. TAe test incorporated experi-
ences 1D the basal readiq beoks ot the Winston "Eas,. Growt1a 
to Reading• series. The test produeea tbe followi:D« conolu-
sions: No !tea was lmon 'b7 all oa1ldren tested and no item 
was aet kaown b7 so.a; w14e 4itter~aces in background experi~ 
eneea were eXB!biteci; aajerltJ et eaildren were faailiar vita 
the experience areas 1nvolv1~ t.,.s and oonteaporary trans-
pertation., soae cir&lU.tic oluu•aoters, broWDiea, sandman, et al, 
were unknowa to ••e testees; there was a lack of experiences 
i• m~er concepts; tAare was sreater acquaiatance with zoo 
aa1.als than tar• an1-.Is; girls were sli~tly better equipped 
w1 th litaai-o baekgreund experiences tun H'JS fw the eeJapre1aen-
sion ot first p-ade readers. 
Befier and . Watera2 conductei a stud.7 of rural aDd c1 ty 
childrea to 41acoYer tae baekaroua4 and experiences necessary 
for sucoess in first grade readiuc. The interest fields used 
were: baJ'D7ard. soeBe, birds, 'body parts, circus scene., com.-
.aa!t7 workers, tai~1es, tara ani-.ls, fire soene, flowers, 
fooas, rrutts aDd ••cetables, ao .. utensils, heRS scenes, 
.. ala, •ature, parties, peeple, personal belon~ia~a, seaaoDa, 
town aacl countrJ, toys, tran•1:u•rtatien, wild Bl'lillllls, aDd 
misoell m.ee~us. The s tud7 o oncl'Wied: c1 ty children had better 
1. Gemua, F. P., "Background ~erienoes ef First Grade Chil-
drea trea Winston Baaal lieachrs for Grade One, 11 Master's 
Taeais, Bosten Uniyeraity,- 1952 
2. Hefler, M. Y., and Water, L., "A Study to DiscoYer tae 
E~~r1••••• ant ,.~kp~ lle.oesaary fer Success in Firs~ 
Grade Read1ns,• Jfaster' s fla.ea1s, Bo·ston UniYersi t7, 1952 
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kRewledae et ... t Gf ~ words 1a eaeh iatereat tield; in ne 
1atereat field was tkere oo.,lete masterJ b7 both rural and 
oit7 bo7s and strla; ia tae tlower interest field Gnl7 was 
tkere a total percent of less taan 5~ tor botb city and 
eeuntl"'J clailciren; and with tae exception of the last twel Ye 
interest fields, the rural children oYinced a good understaad-
in& et the words in each ot tl!le re:aaining fields. 
Bryan1 administered tests tc discover children's knowl-
edse ot Yooabul&r7 based on Seaskorets assertion that children's 
Yocabulariea will be tewacl to be JlllOll larser thaD fermerl7 
diaooYered, as in studiea of Jones, Tllorndilce, Horn, Buckingham 
and Dolch, and Rinaland. Bryu te1t that tlae periodic cbeckiD« 
ot vocabularies wuler different Je•craplaical co mit ions, at 
different seaaona ot tlle 1ear., w1 th co JilliOn areas of ex,e rience 
used as response stimuli would prohabl1 bring out words other-
wise doraant. 'l'Re test.:. eonaisted o~ a twelve-page booklet 
oontainins three separate testa~tl. Free Association Test, 
2. Stiall.ua-Responae test uaiq tea areas of oe..,n experieaoo, 
3. An exact eep'J' of tlle Jmltiple-eheice English Recognition 
Vocabul&.r7 Test 'b7 . Seas here and E81teraon. Public and priYate 
schools distrilntted over tlle Uni~o4 States in va17ing soeio-
econo~c areas were used. A lar1er YoCabul&rJ was disceTered 
using these te~iquea, tor ex.-p~e, a 5~ increase Wken free-
aaaooiatien teoJmiquea are c o•ined. witb. atitmllls-response 
tecaniquea. Br,.aa •id not .f'i•d. that dlildren know as m&DJ 
words a.s S•••ore estiJiates but tlleeretically assWDes they 
1. BrJ'aD., F. B., •Hew Large are ChildreD1 a Vooabularies?", 
Ble .. ntJr7 sc-...1 Jouraal, 54: 210-216, Deoa.Der, 1953 
kBOw ~re wor•s waen the testins is based on dictionary 
aampling than have been revealed bJ' other techniques. 
3 5 l :·. 
Canty and Fitz!erald1 measured the understanding or 240 
words given to third graie children. They reported an the 
oasia or testins 150 pupils from two communities by the use 
or two dit"terent fenq. It was ••nclud.ed that: boys had a 
wider understandin! than !irla; words pair and shadew had the 
greatest nu.ber or errors; niae wor-ds were known by all. 
c. Faotora Innuenci:ac Laneaa,e 
2 Van Alstyne tested three-year-old Children by using a 
questionaaire to be filled out bJ' m.taers and a picture test 
fer tae ohild.ren. The findings were: average extent of vo-
cabulary comprehension of three-,.ear-olds is 975 words; cor-
relations of environmental t'aotors with vocabulary tests show 
consistently hiper relationships than they do w1 th the intel-
ligence tests; no enviroDDental factors were found Which were 
mere higbly related to child's •ntal age than to a motber 1 s 
intelligenoe nor were any foUDd whieb showed reliable differ-
ences which were aitner wita tae metaer 1 s intelligence than 
witla the child's. 
MeCart!J3 recorded and analJ'zed samples of conversations 
1. Canty, I. V., and F1tzEeral4, N. T., •An Analysis of the 
Multi-Mean1D! Werda froa a Selected List of Taird Graie 
~~t Books," Master's Theaia, Boston UD1versit7, 19~4 
2. 
). HeCarthy, Dorotaea, "Th.e L&DB\l&«e DevelopJ~~S.nt of tlle Pre-
Scaoel Cft114,• I~stitute of akild Welfare, University ot 
MiDDeaeta Press, Konosrapa S•r_iea, 4: 24-174, 1930 
' 
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ef 140 ~hil.rea ransing in aae frem 18 to 54 months of age 
with 20 children at each or tlle 1 age levels witlt 6-month 
intervals. Fifty consecutive verbal responses were recorded 
for each chile!. Responses were analyzed according to: length, 
function in relation to child's environment, complexity of 
sentence structure, werd analyaia · according to tla.e parts ef 
speech. The cancluaions of the study indicated: a more rapid 
development ef language among .girls; earlier language develop-
ment among children of the u,per socio-economic classes; vo-
cabulary develepa from a few single words at 18 months to 
aeveral tb.ouaamd in three years ti.e, at llibich time sentences 
can be as long and complex as adult sentences; a ready command 
of all tb.e laa!Uage inflections and a use of language for 
geaeral e.mmuDieation. 
Issaca1 studied the apeeea ••ginnings of Children. He 
cites taat. an i&rant babbles pla7fully until he realizes his 
sounds have a social vallle aDd then he conne ets particular 
sounds with particular effeeta. 
Kasser2 een4liletei .a atu47':.ab .,..osellftart., a . ·self-eontainei 
eo-.ua1 tr er orphoa and wiaows ef members of the Loyal Order 
of Keq>se, to discover the perlU.Ilen•y of a slang vocabulary. 
This stuiy was a follow-up of a si~lar study by L. w. 
pr!J!!!&~l:ler in 1930-31. Kasaer defines slang as old words 
1. Isaaes, SuaaD, ~e ll;urseq Years, London: Geo. Routledge 
and Sons, Ltd., pp. 138, 9j~ 
2. Kas~er, E., nGrowth and Decliae ef Child's Slang Vocabulary 
•t aoael:a.eart 1 a Self-ContaiBri CeJIDIWli ty," Pettas•sieal 
Seadp!£7, 66: 129-37, March, 1945 
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with unautaer1se4 meanings aad Dew words created to till a 
s•• iR dlildren's vecaDulariea. TAe study was conductea by 
the a•ulta and aot .. ntioaed '• tae children. The results 
!Jsdieated.: 1. The slaq voca8ulary in Kasaert s stwly was 
reduo... Seme vor.da were new to this study; maay old word a 
4rettped eut. S•• ~ the new weris were used nationally. 
2. l'ftlls were JDNt numerous aaci tbe adverb "dirty" was tae 
oDl.y adverb to appear in beta studies. 3· Slang word.s are 
created in several ways . 4• The majority of slang words 
origiDate vita high s•aQol &hildrea and s,read to younger 
oaoa. 5. Because the coiiiiiUnity used in the study is self-
contained, raw slang words of tbe "jitterbug era" appear. 
Sperzel1 studied the etteeta ot comic books on vocabu-
lar'J' growth and reading c o11prell.ensien 'by adainistering the 
.Gat•·• Reading SurTey Test to tuee groups of 15 pupils each 
with comparable ability, ete . , frea f1fth grades. ODe group 
continue4 required. readiBg ia a~hool Classes while the other 
twe sroupa read ceaie books tor six weeks. Of these latter 
two gl'eupa, one group read as taey pleased and the other 
kept ~ wore. list of words tlley liked, etc. .A.t tae erd of 
six weeks, the Gates test was ~iven &!&in. The oonolusi~n 
reached was t~at ceaio booka aaTe ne appreciable effect upon 
growth in Tecabulary and readin~ cemprebensi ~n. 
. 2 Seashore feels that teac~ra may be holaing back progress 
in wo~~ -~~tr~ng DJ using instructional methods based on 
1. Sperzel, Edith z., "Etrect ot Comic Books on Vocabulary 
Growt~ and Readin! co.,rehenaion,• Eleuentary Engliah 
ReTtew, 25: 109-113, Peoru~, 1948 
2. Sea&AQre, R. H., "Iaportanee of Vccabulary in Learnins 
L&DSUa«e Skills," .Ble .. ntarz E!Sliah Review, 25: 137-52, 
Jlartll., 1948 
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lilllited vocabul&17, representing a fraction of petantial 
learning abilities. Seme notions on the size of children's 
Tocabul.aries are refuted by using experimental findings. His 
experiaenta show oaildren know about 17,000 basic words plus 
7,000 deriTatives, tkat vooabularr increases f0r every year 
ot life, and that vocabulary is tke best single index for 
the prediction of achievements in other language skills. The 
testiag which pr~uced these ceaeral concl. usiona was 'based o!!l 
331 basic words drawn trom an uaabridged dictionary. The 
results leading to these conclu.-ions showed that it is pos-
sible to double the rate of Teeabulary growth by interestin1 
children in learning significant things about new words, that 
children increase Tocabulary through daily experiences, rate 
of grewtll.' does not taper off between the ages of 12 and 16 
as the Stanford-Binet test seems to indicate, estimates of 
adult vocabulary are too low., and the way in which people 
learn words makes a difference in their retention of words. 
He concludes that there are discrepancies between children's 
vocabulary size and assu.ptions of textbook writers in limit-
. 
ing tb.e number of words a child can le.arn in a year's time. 
Dolehl stated that a person who •knows the '!lOrd" is 
different from a person ~newing tke word." The former speaks 
of extent of vocabulary while the latter indicates depth of 
mean!~. Dolch states that dep~a is gained from the follow-
J~ars of living., many life activities, travel, womer, 
i 
1maginative _ l1Y1~. He urged taat the vocabularies of chil-
dren oantinue to be extended 8ut that the school should also 
1. Dolch, E. w., •nepth of Meaning," Jem-nal.'!f ';lciucation, 
69: 562-66, May, 1949 
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take acoount of the sources that .. y increase depth of mean-
ing tarough these things. 
Coyner1 stuaied children's lansuage growth as related 
to their personalit7 develop•nt. The ge·neral principles 
were used to e~aluate an oral and written langua1e program. 
The four criteria used were: 1. individual differences, 
2. environment conducive to growta in language power, 
3. how to learn, and 4. the ooncept of eTelv1ng language. 
Sla.aftel 2 in atte11ptill@ to elicit the natural responses 
of emotion, feelings, et a1 ia ehildren•s language, prepared 
expert.ntal stories that dramatized developl18ntal tasks 
Wbioh confront oAildren in middle and upper grades of elemea-
tary school. He concluded that this method of •ttesting" was 
enjored by ehildren and proYea to be sood experience for 
thea. 
Boyl3 co.mpared.t ke rate ef learning of abstract and color-
ful words in grade one. Thirty words were used. The conclu-
sion showed: 1. T1te ~ate of learn!~ was s1gnif'1eantly in 
taYer of celerful werds. 2. There was no s1gn1f1eant dif-
ference in the rate of learniDS between boys and girls. 
3. There was a definite relationship between leari11~ rate and 
reading achieveaent. 4. h a~7si s of tbe errors showed that 
the cerreot abstract word was substituted by an incorrect 
1. Coyner, B. I., •criteria tor EYaluating the Program of 
Oral and Written Langua~e," JUe11.entarz Eng],ialt, 27: 323-29, 
May, 1950 
2. Shaftel, Geor1e and Fannie, "Language Plays a Role," 
El•mentarz En,e;lish Review, 27: 297-305, May, 1950 
3. Bo7l, Virginia R., "Learning Rate of Colorful and Abstract 
Words in Grade One,• Master•• Thesis, Boston University, 
1950 
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a'bstra.et word 65 times am by an ino•rrect colorful word 
24 tiaes • . :· .5. An analysis o£ eolorful. wrds showed that the 
Cf)rrect colorful word was substituted by an incorrect color-
ful WQrd 18 tiaes and by an inearreet abstract werd 16 times. 
6. All of the colorful words were learned b7 50 or more chil-
dren and only 5 abstract words were learned by 50 or more 
children. 
Deloll1 states that children• s "word use" and word knowl-
edge• are vastly ,different ani the lists arising out of word 
count inYestigations have tao two difficulties of opportunity 
to use certain weras and the interest or emotional set of 
the children. Doleh ce-,ared a combined list in tbe four 
major fields of Children's intereata, Home and House, ClethiBg, 
Recreatio~ and Animals, to tae InterY1ew Vocabulary Study in 
order to demenstrate that word counts can be a good basis for 
testing word knowledge and secondly, tbat the results of 
tested wora knowledge are tar from the frequency results of 
word counts. It was foun4 that several items comprised "word 
knowled!e" but were not foua4 on the werd counts. Dolch con-
cluded that werd counts tell vaat children may know about by 
discoTering use of words by a few children but are unreliable 
due to the factors or opportunity and emotional set. The 
results showed words known to 75 out of 100 children and the 
frequency. 
Wells2 s,ons14ered some ot the factors with the child. 
1. Dclch, E. w., "Tested Word Knowledge vs. Frequency Counts," 
Je8;raal of Educational. Re·search, ~: 457 ... 70, February, 1951 
2. Wells, Charlotte, "Factors that Influence Language Gre~" 
Eleaentw -Eneg..ish. ,J!eview, 29: 348-55, October, 1952 
' 
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that enable ll1• te acquire, re.tain, aad blprove language 
skills. To acquire these ••mfl•x language skills et read1n!, 
writiB!, apeakiag, listeniD&1 abe iaaicated some •equip-.at• 
a ohila mast peasess: intelll!enoe, sense or hearing, physi-
cal structure, aua•ular eoor•ination. She concludes that a 
ch11cl wll.ese intellectual poteJl~ial is greater aas a better 
4A«B•e to ••••lop in the laacua£e skills, and conversely, 
mastery et laD«Uage ma7 serve as an inaex to intellectual 
pewers. 
KcCarta71 disouaaea the f&eters influeneiD! language 
paowtll befere a o1l1ld comes to aehool such as individual 
differenc~s in language at scuol entrance, babbling in intaJl-
cy, aotaer-ehili relatienships and speech problems, home at-
mospaere. The preble• et bil~alism was discussed. Inter-
4ependence of aoae aDd so~ol atmospheres are another factor 
that poiata up tAe fact tkat dlil~en have a variety of needa 
in lansuages ana llave varyiq skills and handicaps makiq in-
•1 v14i:aalizatiem of instnctien ••cessary. l!,4Ulptage <U. sabili· 
ties may be oauae4 b7 emot1•nal bloCks, by the Ohild•s person-
a11t7 &D4 ita •ontact wita over,reteoting parents or rejeotlna 
parents. Beweve~ emotiomal security does not alwa7s cause a 
langu'le disorder for insec•r1t7 .ay cause brisat children te 
read except1oaall7 well in or•er to ea•ape or gain attentien. 
The teacher wao parterll8 remetial work with olt114lrea must •e 
a well-adjustei person aad ma•t ave a warm, oatsoing personal .. 
itl aad •!•w interest ia the eh114. McCarthy ~ummarizea &7 
1. ~Oarth7, D. A., •paet~rs that Influence Lan~~ge Growth: 
He .. IDtluenoes,• .il.meDt!!7 BgliU. ReYiew., 29: 421-8, 
N••ellber, 1952 
. ... : 
stating t1u.t the Mther is the fir-st l&D&Uas• teacher, it ia 
necessarr to help ease th.e transition from A.o• to scheol, to 
help rejecting p~eats to beoom.e .. re accepting of tlaeir chil-
dren and to help oversolicitoua parents to release their chil-
dren for independent growth. These steps will then free 
children frem aDJ eaotieBal tensions so that they may take 
advanta~e of the eppertunitiea ter learning in langua~e arts. 
Str1ekl8.1ld1 states that the language a cltild learns at 
home gives him security aDd if school laaguage differs from 
it, ae will be insecure and Ul.lllappy. The child's growth in 
lansuage during elementary aohool is influenced by the teacher, 
by llis :fellow class~~ates and :friends who are his peers, by his 
school enYirorment and atmospla.ere, by books and reading and. 
t4e interrelationlhips of laa~ae arts. The language behavier 
er tlle individual ob.ild is too cGJ~plex in its manifestation 
for anJ single iaatitution te be heli entirely responsible for 
it. 
Woodcook2 has coneluded that a two-year-Gld child learns 
words ae hears often, particular~y these whose relationahip to 
hia ae uaderstands; taat werds a&opted earliest are words for 
objects that belen~ te his experience and the processes he 
goes throu!A aiaselt; ~st et ~s :first language refers to 
illllleiiate p1ae:ueaena. 
1. Striokl&Dd, a. G., •Faot•rs tbat Influence Language Gr•wta,• 
Ele .. ntarz E!&li&R Review, 29: 474-81, De•~er, 1952 
2. Woo4~ck, Louise P., Life ani Ways of the TwG Year Ol4 C~ld, 
lfew Yerk: E. P. Duttoll iiiCI be.~~paJq, Inc., 1952, pp. 9-i~o · 
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Biber1 discussed the researcla •ich has taken pla.ce in 
the area of language develop.eRt. M. K. Smith, Anderson, 
and Roasi!aol investigated oral language development. Sister 
Mary SAere, E. A. Davis, a•d J. A. Yedinaok saowed the im-
~ 
:portance of aatisfactol'J articulation in tae cievelop.IIIBnt ef 
all etaer lansuage activities. Biber analyzed the studies 
of Heppes, Bear, Swensen, and Caldwell, LaBrant and Frogner, 
all of who• investigateci the development of written language. 
Biber cited the stwlies of Dawsen, Artley, Russell and Cole 
in the fiela of kandwrit1ng and s•elling. Biber stated that 
han4writing is ciepencient upon tile aaturaticm of the ch1ld 1 s 
nervous system to a large exteat. TBe ArtiCle cencludes by 
sb.ewi~ tlae precesses by which tae language arts are inter-
related. It is stated that differences in langu~e develop-
ment are associated vita differences in secio-ecenemic status 
and personal factors. 
DolP.2 spoke of two :~~etllocis of vooabulal'J development. 
One develeps new meanings from old; tbe other develops new 
words from new experiences. He showed how these are related 
ana discused. vecabulary as s o•thiq to be develeped in a 
planned pregram by d.evelopililg aean1ag vecabulary inciclentallJ 
when th.e opportunity occurs ana by giv1~ new experiences te 
create new meanings. Dol•1l .favered develeping vo cabul&rJ 
thro!P new eqeriences but said. ao.a bene.fi t can be der1veci 
1. Biber, •oevel. Charaeteriatios o.f Childheod Related to tae 
Language Arts,• Ele .. atart Egsliaa Review, 30: 106-15, 
February, 1953 · 
2. Doloa, E. w., "Vocabulary Developme•t," Elementary Epglish, 
30: 70-75, February, 1953 
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by getting new aeaninss .trom old •81'11~s if new w()rds put 
togataer heretofere unjoined experiences. 
1 Russell reviewed some 200 st•dies on personality and ita 
relationship te language activities. He conoludes that tll.ese 
studies reveal saps in our knevle~se of the interrelationship 
ot personality and language behav1er and tbat there is seme 
evidence to 1n41cate the amount aftd type of language behavior 
is closely related to other personality phases. 
~Guire2 in an editerial oe--.nted Gn what must have been 
eDe ef the earliest eaucatiellal experiaents •de by Emperor 
Frederick II. He quotes troa The Pert able Medieval Reader, 
published by the Viking Press: •Hta second folly was that he 
wanted to find out what kind o.t speeah aDd what manner of 
speeCh Children would have wa•• taey srew up, if taey spoke 
te no one beforekand. So he ba4e .roster-mothers and nurses 
to suckle the dlildren, to bathe and wash them, but in no way 
te prattle with them. or te apeak to them, for h.e wanted to 
learn whether they w.uld speak tae Hebrew language which was 
tae ol•est, or Greek, or Latin, or Arabie, or perhaps the 
lancuase of their parents, of whoa they aad been born. But 
he la'Dored in Yaia, because tae ehildren all diecl. For they 
could not live without tae petting and the jeytul f~oes and 
lortn& werds of tM1·r fester metllera. • 
1. Ruasell, David H., •rnterrelationships et Language Arts 
and Persenal.ity, • Elementuz .l!slisB. Review, 30: 167-80, Maru, 19.53 ·· 
2. :Mo.Guire, G. K. T .• , •Frea the Thirteentll Century," 
KleMatag Solleel J!V!al, ~4: 73, October, 1953 
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Tomlin8an1 s stua~1 on regieaal language preferences 
illustrates tb.e effect of larse acale migrations am shifts 
of population oa teacbill! la.J'1Cll&ge in schools. He suggests 
taat teac11ers: emphasize tu riclmesa et ov l~age because 
of the centributiona of regienal Yariatiena; help claildren 
appreciate and understand t~eae differences. Tomlinson 
concludes t~t by teachia& regional differences through 
secial studies lUlits. children's literature, and records, chil-
dren are ~lped to understaa4 and oYerceme prejudice and realize 
the value of diYersity in a lancuage in a deme~raey. 
Sister Mar1stelle2 stated tllat language in comics con-
tains poor &Jelling, slang er slipsaod expressions, word dis-
tortions, and faulty prennneiation. The child loses a taste 
for cultural laft!Uage aDd his s ... e of artistic values is 
lessened. Teachers and pareats .ust substitute good comics 
for bad comes. 
Stricklan43 felt that a ehilci's language develop•ent 
woulcl be retarcied if ~e lacked s eU'-coafid.ence aDd self-respect. 
His beaaTior and llis use ef lan&llage reveals what he lacks. 
Threusa building up tlle child ki .. el.t, his capacity to learD. 
and achieve is also built up. 
Deboer4 discusaed twe Yolu.es of a report of the CoDDdsaion 
1. 'l'olllinaon, L. B., "Acoeptinc Regional Lan~ase Preferences 
in Sc~ool, • Ele•.:nta!J Enll;iu, 30: 420-3, lfeve:mber, 1953 
2. Sister Hariatelle, •colld.oa aDd Langu.a!e Patterns,• Catholic 
Sea..l Jeurnal, 54: 43-4, Pe-ruar7, 1954 
3. Striokland, R. G., •caild's Langua~e Mirrors His Weeds,• 
.roun.al ot Baucation,. 137: 5-6, October, 1954 
4.. Debeer, J. J., "Oral and written Language," Review of 
Bcly.oation!J. Researo~, 25: 107-20, April, 1955 
' 
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en ~liah Curriculum of tB.e National Oeuncil of Teachers 
in English. The first volume, "ED!lish Language Arts", 
described the overall moden langaa~e arts prc>gram frc)JI. kinder-
garten threugh college. The seoond voluae, "Laaguage Arts tor 
Tod.ay 1 a Olll.ild,• presents the language arts in the elementary 
scaool prosraa. The reports reveal areas of agreement which 
exist between teachers and researaa workers. Debeer mentionea 
that in a study of language responses of 900 children between 
ages of 6 and 14, Feitel and Lerge found differences betweeB 
respenaes of youncer and olaer children. Yo~er children 
would peroeive words and oencrete ideas, while elder children 
would stress abstract features. Deboer also mentions Khater's 
doctorate thesis done at the UDiversity of Chicago where 
Khater found that upper-class ohildren of kindergarten age 
speak mere about themselves aad possessions and lower-class 
children tend to speak more about the outside world of people 
and thinss. Alae in speaking about their experiences, upper-
class children clraw from 1DIII8di ate and remote, past and 
present while the lower-class c~ldren draw mostly from im-
mediate present environment and. project themselves into the 
future. 
Martin1 studied develepmeatal interrelationShips among 
language variables in caildren ef tbe first grade. He con-
cluded that no parallel aevelGpHent in the language variables 
slleuld be expected. Each claild follows a sort of zig-zag 
patters ef developaent. 
1. Hartin, c. I., "Develop•ntal Interrelationships Among 
Language Variables in Cldldren ot tae First Grade," 
Blement!£1 Ensliah, 32: 167-71, March, 1955 
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Lor8e1 41scusses OOJDI!Il1n1•ation as it is Tiewed by the 
psychologist. He states taat eoliDilJi:taation involves seDiing 
and reoei Ting signals, cempeaiq 8.J1d UD£1e·rst&Dil1ng messages, 
and sharing and emple7inc ideaa. Tb.e transition from visual 
Morse eoae to auditory cede is an indication that adults us-
ing the eede eriginally, found it easier to get the messages 
by h.earing than by seeing. Int&Dts must develop in their 
abilit7 to make sounds and in sensory modalities in 6rder to 
receive siplals. Withl.n six m.aths, the child de.velops tae 
&D111tJ to utter any souna or pitch Yariation necessary to 
apeak &DJ Yeraacular. He adds that language learning means 
learning te beaaye as a auman in .. ciety and learning about 
the culture in which one liTes. Vocabulary, important in 
c•mm1n1 eation, prebably increases steadily !'rom tae first 
year, haviq its foundations in tlle family unit. The language 
taught by the family is aecial. In aDJ vernacular, word oeunts 
et the mast frequent words and t~ir .. at frequent meanings 
giTe a concrete measure of tae more impertant aspects of 
society. Lerge meBtiena T11.orncl1ke and ethers and their asswap-
tien that tae aost frequent words in print were the ones a 
child should learn te understand. In later studies, the con-
ee•t ef frequency was use& to --••ur• the usualness of sen-
tence structure. Tke most recent studies have oodifie• the 
most treque•t words by tae frequency with wbioh each of the 
different aeanincs was used in print. All these studies in 
regard to communication and iB regard to vecabul&PJ, especially, 
&ave atfected tae writing and publ1aaing of textbeoks. 
1. Lorge, Irving, "How tae PsyOholosiat Views Communication.• 
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CHAPTER U 
PW Of STUDX 
I. Source ot Vocabulary 
This study is based on the vocabulary collected by 
1. 2. 3. 
Battit et al. and Corcoran et al~ Battit stated the 
·plan of study as follows: 
usource of Vocabulary 
"The schools used in this study were located in four-
teen different commUJli ties {from semi-rural to suburban in 
nature) all lo~ated within a hundred mile radius of Boston, 
Kassach~etts. Most of the children came from average mid-
dle class economic levels and parents were as a whole in-
terested .in their schools. 
"This study deals with children from nursery school 
up to and including grade three. 
"Recordings for this study were made by teachers, 
student teachers, parents, and high school students. Re-
cording took place whenever and whereevet possible and 
under as many different situations as were possible. The 
1. Battit, Agnes, et al. "The Spontaneous Speaking Vocab-
ulary of Children in Nursery-Kindergarten, Grades One, 
Two and Three." Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1954. 
2. Corcoran, Claire, Et al. "The Speaking Vocabulary of Kin-
dergarten, Grade I, Grade II and Grade III." Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1955. 
3. Op cit. 
I 
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task of recording was begun on November 15 and continued 
to January ~5." 
There were 395 children whose chronological age ranged 
from three years to ten years and one month. 
"Included in the word list were nouns, verbs, pronouns, 
adjectives, contractions, colloquialisms, commercial words, 
sounds, and also two or more words that represent one con-
cept in the child's mind that were considered as words by 
the child • 
. "Most of the recording done was taken in longhand; 
therefore it was impossible to record every word. However, 
all words which were recorded were included on the list. 
"IV. TECHNIQUES US~ TO STIMULATE CONVERSATION 
"Waming. Children were asked to name as many different 
things as they could think of in connection with a topic 
suggested by the teacher." Some topics included were: cloth-
es, countries, musical instruments. 
"Discussions. Discussion by the children was undirect-
ed, or was directed by tbe topics suggested by teachers, 
film strips, pictures, movies, events, etc.n Some topics 
discussed were: pets, jungle life, seasons. 
"Tape recorded conversation. 
"Spontaneous Conversation. 
"Story comp~etion (a story was begun and children were 
asked to complete it.) 
"Recording at home (parents recorded conversations and 
unusual words). 
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"Oral sentences containing spelling words. 
"Unusual words (unusual words were recorded whenever 
beard.) 
"Sharing Time. 
"Movies and Filmstrips. The children were shovm various 
movies and filmstrips. The discussions which followed were 
recorded. 
"Slides. Slides of a trip taken by one of the children 
in the group. 
"Viewma.sters. 
"Television. The children were asked to tell about two 
favorite television programs that they had seen recently. 
Howdy Doody. Dragnet. 
"They were asked to describe their f avorite television 
characters. The classmates would attempt to name the char-
acters. 
·"Imagination. 
"We are riding on a country road. We are looking out 
the window. What ao you see? 
"Let's pretend we are going to start a circus. 'vlhat 
animals will I need to buy? 
"Pretend you are an elf in Santa's workship. What woul6. 
your work be? 
"During rest period close your eyes and dream. Tell 
me about your dreams. 
"Letter writing. 
"Dramatization. Children dramatized their favorite 
stories. 
"Trips. 
"Field Trip (public library) 
"Kindergarten. 
1. ·vv·alks to the beach. 
2. Bus trip. 
3. i'ire station. 
"Trip to fire station. 
"Games. 
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"Describe a friend in the room. The one who guesses 
may tgen have a turn. 
"What's in the bag? -Kindergarten. 
"1 Wonder - Kindergarten. 
The children were taken into an unfamiliar room and 
were asked what they thought they were going to do. 
"RiddJ.es (composing and guessing). 
"Holidazs. Oral discussions concerning the different 
holidays were conducted during the Thanksgiving and christ-
mas seasons. 
"What do you see on a Christmas tree? 
"What does Thanksgiving mean to you? 
"Tell the class about a holiday. The person who guesses 
it may then have a turn. 
"What did you see when you went Christmas shopping? 
"What did you do to help your mother at Christmas time? 
"Tape recording (Thanksgiving dinner). 
"Pictures (Thanksgiving) 
"Pictures. Pictures ~ere displayed pertaining to num-
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erous subjects. The children described what they saw. 
"A colored picture of a doctor visiting a sick child. 
"A colored picture of mountains, scenery and a mounty. 
"Nature. 
"Parts of the body. 




1. Each child brought something that could be plant-
ed in school. 
2. Turtle. 
3. Snow. 
4. Weather. Describe a season. See if we can guess. 
Tell me all you know about the sun. 
"Alphabet. The various letters of the alphabet were 
distributed to· individual children. Each child. named as 
many words as he was able, beginning with the letter. 
"Time. Telling and recording time. 
Calendar. Kindergarten. 
Days of the week. 
"Stories. Read by the teacher. 
"Story composition (picture shown o:f child saying grace) 
"Oral composition (children make up thanki'ul prayers) 
"Stories were read to the children (The Big Fisherman 
and the Little Fisherman.) 
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ny·. METHODS OF TABULATION. 
"The recorded words were· tabulated into an alphabetical-
ly arranged word list. In order to facilitate the record-
ing, a small vertical mark was used to represent each repet-
ition of a word ••• 
"The tabulations of each grade were combined to produce 
one word list for each grade. 
"Thus, four different word lists were produced." 
1. 
Corcoran stated the plan of study as follows: 
"Definition of terms used in the study. 
For clarification, the fol~owing terms used in this 
study are defined. 
"The term spontaneous vocabu1a~Y refers to that voc-
abulary which occurred in conversation among the children, 
without specific stimulation from outside factors. 
"The term discussion yocabu1ary refers to vocabulary 
recorded during group conversations which resulted from stim-
ulation by the teacher's us-e of questions. 
"!'he term picture vocapiJ,..arY refers to vocabulary re-
corded during group discussions in which pictures were 
used as a means of stimulating conversation. 
•.Source of vocabularr. 
"Seven different schools in six different communities 
located within twenty miles of Boston, Massachusetts were 
1. Corcoran, Clair, et al. "The Speaking Vocabulary of Kin-
dergarten, Grade I, Grade II and Grade III." Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1955. 
' 
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inc~uded in this study. The type of community varied from 
a croweed tenement area to a small residential one of high 
socioecon<?~c level. Between these two extremes la.y the 
/ ' 
majority of the group, made up of i~dustrial communities 
of factory workers, community workers, salesmen, and pro-
fessional people. 
"The total number of children involved in the study was 
two hundred and ninety-one. There were one hundred and fif-
ty-eight boys and one hundred and thirty-three girls. In 
three of the schools ther~- were two kindergart en groups, 
making a total of ten classrooms. 
"Jlethods of recording. 
"Kost of the recording was done by the teacher in long-
hand <luring the discussion periods. A tape recorder was 
used occasionally in one of the classrooms. Because of the 
time involved in writing longhand, some~ the conversation 
was not recorded, but an effort was made to get as much of 
the vocabulary as possible. 
"Vocabu1ary was recprded in the following manner: 
"Spontaneous vocabulary was recorded by everyone when-
ever poss ible. It was recorded at recess, before and after 
school, during free play period$ and work periods, during 
lunch time, and in the circle at sharing time. 
"In addition, one person made visits to a kindergarten 
for two hous each week for eleven weeks, r ecording onl y the 
natural conversation between the children as they f ollowed 
their usual routine. No attempt was made to stimulate this 
vocabulary. Words spoken in songs or games were not includ-
ed as their spontaneity was questioned. Periods of play 
and of block construction and drawing were found to be the 
most conducive to free conv8rsation, in contrast to periods 
of story reading and music when little or no vocabulary 
was recorded. 
"The following are excerpts from conversations record-
ed for this study. This particular section is vocabulary 
spoken spontaneously by boys and girls in kindergarten. 
"Vocabulary was recorded during periods of discussions 
stimulated by questions from the teacher. This technique 
was used by some of the teachers with a group of five or 
six children or with the class as a whole. The periods were 
fifteen minutes in length and occurred twice each week from 
October through February. The teacher initiated the discus-
sion by a question which was usually related to the current 
interest of the class, such as a holiday, the season, a 
proj~ct, or a trip. 
"Vocabulary was also recorded during periods of dis-
cussion stimulated bY picture~ shown by the teacher. The 
whole class was present at the discussions in all except 
one classroom, in which groups of four were taken. The per-
iod of time was ten to fifteen minutes three times each week 
from october through Februar_y. Two periods were used in 
each period. 
"The pictures were selected at random from magazines, 
reading readiness books, story books, calandars, commercial 
' 
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publications. The subject matter was in relation to season-
al in~erests, places, things, action; or to people; or to 
current projects on the family, pets, community workers, 
transportation, holidays, the farm and so on. 
"Sxst~m of Tabu!ftion 
The vocabulary was recorded between October 20, 1954 
and February 15, 1955. 
"The group working on dl.Jcusston stimu1ated bY ques-
tign; consisted of three people. Each week they made ·an 
alp~betical list . individually of the words recorded, and 
their frequency. 
"Once a week these three people met to combine their 
individual lists. They made an alphabetical file of index 
cards with one card for each word. A cumulative record was 
kept on each card of the number of times the word occurred 
during the study. Each week, cards were added to the file 
for new words which were recorded during the week. This 
file was tabulated on the final list under the heading, 
discussion vocabulary. 
"Also, once a week, ~ch person added words recorded 
from spontaneous conversation to the master file on 'spon-
taneous vocabulary'. 
"The group working on discussion stimulated by pic-
ture§ consisted of four people. Each week, they made an 
alphabetical list in~ividually of the words recorded and 
their frequency. 
"Once a week these four met to combine their individual 
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lists. They made an alphabetical file of incex cards with 
one card for each word. Cards were added to the file each 
week for the new words which were recorded during that 
week. This file was tabulated on the final list under the 
heading 'picture vocabulary'. 
"~so, once a week, each of these four people added 
words recorded from spontaneous conversation to the master 
file on 'spontaneous vocabulary'. 
"One person worked solely on spontaneous vocabu1ary. 
She made an alphabetical list the first week of the words 
recorded from spontaneous conversation. The then set up 
a master file, alphabetically, of the words and their fre-
quency. One word was put on each card and thereafter a 
cumulative record kept of the number of times it was record-
ed. Cards for new words were added weekly. TA!s file was 
tabulated on the final list nnde·r the heading, spontaneous 
vocabularz. 
"Upon completion of the abGve three files, they were 
combined to make one inclusive alphabetical list. 
"On this complete list, ~heir were four headings: ~-
cussion, pictures, spont&neous, and total. 
ing, the frequency of the word was marked. 
Under each head-
If the word had 
not occurred in one of the files, a dash was marked under 
the proper heading. The column under the heading 1total 1 
was reached by adding ac~oss the other three columns. 
"The final computation was a total down of each column. 
"The total number of different words recorded was two 
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thousand, four hundred and twenty-five. 
11The total number of words recorded through discussion 
I 
was sixteen thousand two hundred seventeen. 
"The total number of words recorded through spontaneous 
vocabulary was twenty-six thousand eight hundred fifteen. 
"The total number of running words was sixty-five thous-
and, five hundred and twenty-three.n 
Statement o.f compilatign. 
The two lists were checked simultaneously in order to 
combine them into one list at each grade level. The combin-




























As shown in Figyre I if a word appeared in both lists 
it appears in the new list with its combined frequency. If 
a word appeared in iDly one lists it was inserted alphabet-
ically into the new list with its fre~uency. 
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II. System of Tabulation 
Running word count. The running word count of the 
Battit study was combined with the running word count of 
the Corcoran study. This appears in Figure II • 
.. 
Figyre II 
Total Rupping Word Count 
K~sl~ First f:ir 1 Sec. Gr. Third Gr 1 
Bat tit 58,300 13,084 44,321 17,583 
Corcoran 65,523 101,960 136,636 125,390 
Total 123,823 115,064 180,957 142,973 
Frequency. A frequency of five was established as the 
criteria~ for inclusion of a word in the new list. It was 
found that the running word total for Grade Two was 180,957 
as compared to Grade three, which was the second largest 
total running word count (142,973) and therefore was out 
of proportion to the other grades. .A frequency of seven 
was established as the criterion for inclusion of a word 
in the new list at the Grade II level in the following way: 
The running totals of the kindergarten, first and third 
grade's lists were added together and the sum was divided 
by three to find the average running total. The average 
running total was found to be 127,290. The second grade 
figure was simplified to 181,000. The f ollowing propor-
tion (Figure III) was established in order to determine the 
proper frequency for Grade Two. 
Figure III 




3.) ~OQaOOO - 7 
127,290 -
4.) Ther.efore X- 7 
The criteria of frequency appears in Figure IV. 
Figwe IV 
Grade · Count Frequency 
Kindergart e.n 1~,823 5 
One 115,064 5 
Two 180,957 7 
Three 142,973 5 
Final Word Count. The final word count was the total 
number of different words which remained in the list after 
the words below the frequency criteria were deleted . The 







Final Word Count 






III. Word Data 
Classi[ication. The object was to assign as many vrords 
as possible to specific areas. The first classifications 
established were areas of experience, including animals, 
people, home, school, recreation, entertainment, religion, 
transportation, miscellaneous, and farm. 
This was r.e~ised. "Food 11 , one of the subtopics of 
"home" was made an independent classification because the 
large number of words included under the subtopic seemed 
to warrant doing ' tbis. 
The original classification "school" included all 
areas of study and the wo~ds commonly associated with 
school. Example: Teacher. 
The subtopics which were made independent topics were: 
Health and safety, language, mathematical concepts, nature 
and science, and social studies. 
The original area "farm" was dropped as a classif ica-
tion because there were few words pertaining to it, and 
these few fitted well into other classifications. 
Further revision was necessary when work progressed 
on the assigning of words to the various headings. It was 
found that many words did not fit into the established 
classes but showed a relation to one another. In an ef-
fort not to classify them as miscellaneous words, the dic-
tionary and Roget's Thesaurus were consulted. Roget's 
Thesaurus' "Spacial Relationships" suggested the final 
' 
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topic "T.ime and Space Concepts". The headings "time" and 
"space" were grouped since it was found that many words were 
common to both. 
Example: Come Comes 
(l)The time will £Qm& when you will 
be old enough to go to school. 
(2)Come over here. 
The added classifications developed from the remain-
ing unclassified words. These headings which appear in 
the final list include: Emotions, sensory and work. 
The completed list of classifications appears as 
Figure VI. 
Di:fference by grades. A separate classification list 
was established :for each grade. Multi-meaning words some-
times vary from grade level to grade level in classification 
since it was believed that children in different grades may 
use a word in several ways but primarily in one way. 
Use of basics and derivatives. The derivatives of a 
basic word were considered as different words. 
Example: Wait, waited, waites, waiting 
Use of proper nouns. Proper nouns were given a sub-class-
ification under "miscellaneous" except when they qualified 












1. Verbs for Eating 
2 . Meal Names 
D. Utensils and Table Appointments 
E • .Miscellaneous 
IV. Health and Safety 
V. Hom§ 
A. Kinds of Homes 
B. Parts of Homes 
C. Furniture 









Figure VI (cont.) 
F. Miscellaneous 




B. Quantitative Words 
c. Money 
D. Geometric Concepts 
E. ·Basic Processes 
VIII. Miscellaneous 








I. Pronouns and Contractions 
IX. Nature and Science 
x. People 
A. Family Relationships 
B. Special Names for People 
c. Anatomy 
D. Mental Powers 
E. Physical Activities 
F. Clothing and Accessories 
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Figure VI (cont.) 
G. Grooming 
XI. Recreation and Entertainment 
A. Toys and Equipment 
B. Games 



















E. Smel l 
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Figy;e VI (cont.) 
XV. Social Studies 
A. Community 
B. Protection of Citizens 
c. Holidays and Special Events 
D. Historical Figures 
E. Place Names 
XVI. Time and Space Concepts 
A. Time 
1. Names of days of week, months, seasons 
2 • .Adverbs meaning "when", a point or period of 
time 




.--;::. Directions in Space 
3. Miscellaneous 









Figure VI (cont.) 
B. Implements 
C. Materials 
D. Power Sources 
E. Related Words 
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Example: California- Main heading is "Social Studies". 
Sub heading is "Place Names". 
Groucho Marx - Main Heading is "Recreation 
and EntertaiiUJlent" 
Sub heading is .n_Spectator 
.h.cti vi ties 11 .. • 
·' 
Comparison. The words . in the unclassified lists with 
' 
the accepted frequency or above for each grade level were 
compared to the following three vocabulary studies. 
l. 
Rinsland, ti. D., A Basic Vocabulary of hlementary 
School Children 
2. 
Gates, Arthur I., A Reading Vocabulary for the ? rimary 
Grades. 
Child Study Committee of the International Kindergarten 
3. 
Union. A Study of the Vocabulary 
of Children before entering the first 
Grade. 
When the graded lists were compared to the Rinsland 
study the word was considered present in the list i f it was 
found at any grade level. 
The final list is presented in the next chapter. 
1. Rinsland, li. D., A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School 
Children, New York, 1945. 
2. Gates, Arthur I., A RQading VocabularY for Primary Grades, 
Teacher's College, Columbia University, New York, N. Y., 
1926. 
3. Child Study C~mmittee of the International Kindergarten 
Union, 11. Study of the Vocabulary of Children Before En-


















collie dog e1,1eke 
cow sparrow 









f i sh zebra 
fox 
frog B. Related Words giraffe anillal 




gorilla cages grasshopper den hen feathers hens fur horse ~rry horses hay 
kangaroo hibernate 
kitten hom 
ki ttens horns kitty jungle leopard nest 
lion pet 
monkey pets 
. ; ·~ -~ 
I I • EMOTIONS 
at raid 
































III • FOOD 
. A. Kinds 
appt.- hamburger sugar 
apple• Hoodeiea sundae 
banana horaemeat tangerine 
bananas hot dog tea 
bean ioe toast 
bean• ice cream tomatoes 
bone jam tonic 
bread jelly tuna f'ish 
brownies juice turkey 
butter lamb vanilla 
cake lamb chopa vegetable 
dandy lettuce vegetables 
carrot lobster wat er 
carrots lollipop watermelon 
che•se lollipops Wheati es 
chicken meat 
chocolate milk B. Pre12aration 
chocolate udlk mince pie baked 
chocolate pudding nuts beat 
cocoanut oatmeal beating 
coffee onion cook 
cone orange cooking 
·cones orangea french fried 
cookies panca.kea mixed 
corn peaches peel 
cracker peanut butter pour 
crackers pea.nuta pouring 
cranberry pear serve 
cucumber pie slice 
cupcakes pineapple 
desse.tt popcorn o. Ooneum:Eti on drumetick potato 
duck potato chip 1. Eating ducks potatoea ate 
egg prunes bit 
egg• pudding bite fat pumpkin chewing 
flour raisins choked frankfort salad drank 
frost~ng .. aalt drink 
fruit sandwich drinking 
gingerbread sandwiches eat 
graham crackers sauce eating 
grape soda feed 
grapefruit soup feeding 
grape juice spaghette gobble 
grapes spinach 
gravy squash 2. Meal Names 
gum steak breakfast 
hambur~ stuffing dinner 
·' 
'7 "5 
\ lin4ergarten I 
III. FOOD (continued) 
. 
2. Meal Names (cont.) 
lunch 
supper 




































IV. HEAL 'lH .AND SAP'ETY 
ache slip 
alarm alipped qbulance smoke 
bandage sneeze 
Band aid sneezed 
bleedi ng sore 
blood. aplin,ter 
bumped splinters 









doctor tooth decay 
ear ache Taccination 



































A. Kind• of Home• 
cabin knob washing 
cottage linoleum washing machine 






B. i>arts of Home• 1eat 





closet storm windew 
door table 




floor waste ba.•ket 
gate 
gates D. Domeet!o Activitiea 
kitchen and Relat!S ActiTities 













yard . sew 
sewed 













































paper F. Miacella.ne~uas 
paper• No words tor 






















iii. MA. 'lHEMA 'l'I CAL CONCEPTS 
A. N!pber• 
1. Ordinal 
tir•t half tell 
••cond heavy sella 
seventh little spend 
third lot wallet 
lote 
2. Cardinal many D. Geometric Conce:eta 
eight more circle 
eleven moat flat 
:fifteen much line fifty none round ~ive nothing shape 
tour number shaped fourteen only square hundred other strips 
nine others thick 
one pair thin 
' 
one• piece triangle 
eeven pieces 
lix pile E. Baeic Processes 
ten reet count 
thirteen scraps counted 
thirty aize counter 






Q\.laoti tati ve Word• weighing B. whole 
all ' 
altogether c. Money 
another allowance 
WJ.Y ' baak 










few piggy banlc 
group quarter 





A. Pro;eer Names 
I o. Ad~ectivee begin Ann 
Barbara able been 
Barbara's all right be 
Bemlie alone can 
Oarolee alike can1 t 
Chulotte beautiful could 
Cynthia beat couldn't 
Davj.d better did 
Eileen braver didn't 
Ell an broken dig 
l"reda different do 
Gail dry .does 
Gary easy doesn't 
Gary'• even doing 
George fake done 
Gerry fine aon1 t 
Hareld great dripping 
Hareld 1 a hard excuse 
JiDIDlie important find 
Joel lo••• finish 
John lost finished 
Judy lucky found 
Larry new getting 
Mr.· Gould nice got 
Mrs. Segel poor had 
Nes~a pretty happen 
Peter ready happened 
Phyllis real happens 
Regina. rotten has 
Rudolph rough hasn1 t 
Sheila sme have 
Stevi e'• aelfillh haven1t 
Susan ehiny having 
Tem · special help 
straight helped 
B. Nouns suck helping 
cause terrible helps 
kind tight holding 
kinds true ia 
kit ugly isn1 t 
matter waterproof keep 
plaee wet keeps 
shadow leads 
1hc~t cut D. Verbs leave 
etuff am leaves 
way are let 





VIII. MISCELLANEOUS (cont.) 
D. Verba (cont.) 
might really he's 
mias too him 
missing . very hie 
must well I 
need why I 1d 
de ens I' 11 
notice F. PreEoBitiona I'm 
own for it 
owns from it1 s 
pick of I've 
picked with me 
save without mine 
saved my 
send G. Conjunction• myself 
sent and our 
a hall a• ours 
share 'bedd'• she 
shared becauae she'll 
sharing but she ' s 
should 1 cause that 
sh ow even that's 
showed if the 
spoiled instead their 
stuck or thei r' a 
t easing so them 
~a.nk: than these 
thanks then they 
took though they're 
tried unless this 
try those 
trying H. Interjectione us 
uae .. goodbye we 
used good morning what 
UI8S hello wha t 's 
using please whick 
vas oh we'll 
wasn't we're 
were I. Pronoune and who 
will Contracti on• who1 a 
won't a whoee 
would an you 
wouldn't alae you ' ll 
alae 1 a your 
E. Adverb a he yours 








IX. NATURE AND SOIENOE 
acorns a and 
air sandy 
bark (tree) aea 
















half moon storm 
hedge• storm• 
high tide sun 
hill temperature 






























A. Pamilz le~~GBihiE• B. SEecial Name• o. Anatomy 
almt for P11tie ankle 
auntie ~bocly arm baby anyone arms baby1s audi,ence back (noun) babies ba.dman beard boy coapany blood boys crowd bone boy1a (posa.) cry-baby braids boy! a (is) . cub scouts curls bride each other ear brother everybody ears brother's everyone elbow 
brother• friend eye 
children friends eyebrows 
couain gang eyes 
couaina girl friend face 
Dad grown-up faces daddy guest feet daddy's guy finger family guys fingernail father gypsy fing ernai 1 e father 1a Indian fingers girl Indians foot 
&irl 1 • joker forehead girls kid freckles grandfather kids hair grandfather' a lady hand grandma leader hands grandma's man head grandmother man1 • heads grandmother 1 • maater heels grandpa men lmee grandpa's Mhter lap husband neighbor legs 
mama nobody lip a 
mo~ outlaw mouth 
mommies people mustache Mother per a on nail Mother's scout neck 
tiiU!IDIY self nose Nanna's sotaebody shoulder 
nanny somebody'• shoulders 
aister someone skin 
eieter1 s someone•• stomach 
son spook• teeth 
uncle tattle tale throat 





x. PEOPLE (cont.) 
. 
c. Anat911Y (cont. ) carry knocked 
tongue carrying laid 
tondla catch laying 
tooth catching march 
caught marches 
D. Mental Powers changed messing 
crazy checked move 
dream climb moved 
dretu~~ed cli~bing moves 
favorite clitDbs moving 
forget copy open 
forgot cover opened 
guess covered paok 
g•eued crawl pass 
hope creep paints 
idea dropped practicing 
knew follow pull 
knew following pulled 
knows follows pulling 
learned gathering puah 
mean gave pushed 
means get pushing 
mind gets put 
remember give putting 
silly given ran 
&Dlart gives rest 
stupid giving ride 
suppose go riding 
supposed goes rode 
sure going run 
surprise gone running 
surprised grab rush 
think hang sat 
thinks hanging shake 
thinking held shaking 
thought lide shut 
wish hiding ai t 
wonder hit sitting 
hitting skip 
E. ~laical Activities hold slap 
asleep hop slapped 
awake hops sleep 
blew hung sleeping 
blow join sleepy 
break jump slept 
breaking jumped elide 
bring jumping sliding 
bringing kick smash 
brought kicked soaking 
carries knock spill 
85 
Kindergy:ten 
}C. PEOPLE (cont.) 
E. Fhysical Acti- bow purse 
vi tiee (cont.) bracelet raincoat 
21pilled buckle ribbon 
spin buckles ribbons 
splash button ring 
splashed buttons rubbers 
squeeze caps scarf 
stand clothes scarves 
standing clothing shirt 
stood coat shirts 
tap coats shoe 
tear collar shoe lace 
tore cuffs shoes 
threw diamond shorts 
throw dress skirt 
throwing dresae·s slacks 
throws dungarees sleeve 
tiptoe earrings sleeves 
took glove slip 
turn gloves slippers 
turned go\llll smock 
turning hat snowsuit 
turns hats sock 
twirls helmet socks 
twisted hem stocking 
viait hood stockings 
visited housecoat straps 
viai ting identification suit 
wait bracelet suspenders 
waited jacket sweater 
waiting jackets tie 
wakes jersey trousers 
wake up jerseys umbrella 
walk jewelry uniform 
walked jumper zipper 
walking kerchief 
walks knee socks G.Groomin,g 
went leggings barrettes 
wipe mask bobby pins 
woke mitten brush 
mittens brushes 
F. Clothisg and necklace buttoned 
Accessories outfit COtDb 
apron overalls dr essed 
aprons pajamas dressed-up 
bag pants dressing 
bags panties hairbow 
bathing suit petticoa1. haircut 
belt pocKet book handkerchief 
blouse pockets hook 
boots polo shirt hooked 
X. PEOPLE (cont.) 

























XI. RECREATION AI.~ ENTERTAIID.m:NT 










































































1 Back in the Saddle 11 
Clarabelle 

























































































































































































XIV. SENSORY WORDS 










jingle bella white 
listen yellow 
listened 













B. Sight touched 
black warm 
blonde 























n. SOCIAL STUDIES 
A. Communit;y: fire escape Maine 
avenue fireman Mexico 
bakery fireman' a New York 
bridge firemen Texas 
bridgea fought 
building guarding 














market c. Holid§!¥a and 










station Banta Claua 
store 'lbanksgiYing 













fire department Eaapire State 
fire engine Building 
fire engines Florida 
Kindergarten 



















































a tar ted 
starting 
atarta 






























































































XVI. TIME AND SPACE CONCEPTS (cont.) 
B. Space (cont.) 






























0. Related to 

















XVII. TRANSPORT AT! ON 
A. ~ parachute 
automobile pilot 




cabooae take off 
car 





drove r aft 
freight row 





milk truck tugboat 
park 





tow truok traffic 
track trip 






















A. qoouEatiena cement fixing 
baby-sitter clay job 
baker cloth made 
barber coal tacked 
carpenter cot"t9n type 
chief gae work 
cleaner gasoline working 
cook oil work a 
dentist pipe 










B. lmElements wool 
axe woolen 
compass 
hoe D. Power Sources 
ladder brake 
magnet bulb 


























Grade l . 
I. ANIMALS 
A. liM• goat turkey 
ani!lal goldfish turkeys 
anima.la gerilla turtle 
ante hen turtles 
bear hen• whale 
bee a hor•e wolf 
bird horeea woodchuck 
birda kangaroo woodpecker 
bluejay kitten worms 
brcmco kitten• zebra 
bunny kitty 
calf' lamb B. Related Words 
calves lamb a barn 
camel lion bow-bow 
camela monkey cage 
canary monk eye cages 
cat mouse claws 
caterpillar octopus dairy 
cats owl dog house 
cattle parakeet farm 
chickadee penquina farmer 
chicken pheasant f'armer 1 a 
chickens pig feather 
chick• pigeon feathers 
chipmunk pigeons fishing 
clama pigs fur 
edt polar bear gobble 
cow pony hay 
cows puppies hunting 
crab puppy kick 
crabs rabbit lap 
crocodile babbi ts lapping 
deer raccoon milking 
dog rat nest 
doggie rattleenake net 
dogs reindeer pet 
donkey robin pinto 
duck rooster quack 
duckling seal ranch 
duck• seals rein• 
elephant scotty ride 
elephants sheep riding 
faun •kunk: rode 
fiah snake rodeo 
fiehee squirrel tail 
fox swan tails 
frog swans wild 
geese ewordfiah wings 






















A. Kinde juice drink 
apple lemon drinking 
apples lettuce drink a 
artichokes lollipop• eat 
banana meat eating 
banana a milk eats 
bean• onion feed 
beer onion• f eeding 
berries orange hungry 
bread oranges swallow 
butter peanuts 
cake pea a 2. Meal Names 
candy pepper breakfast 
candy cane peppers dinner 
carrot pie lunch 
carrots popcorn luncheon 
cereal potato supper 
cherry potatoes 
chocolate pumpkin D. Utensils and Table 
cocoanut pumpkins A21!ointments 
cocoanuts salad cup 
coffee edt cups 
cookie sandwich dish 
cookies sauce dishes 
corn ehortoake fork 
craokerj acks soup g l ass 
crackers spinach glasses 
cranberrie• aquuh knife 
cranberry atrawberrie• knives 
cream string beans lunch box 
cupcake sugar napkin 
cupcake• tea pan 
deuert tomatoes pans 
do~h tonic plates 
doughnut vegetable pot holder 
egg pots 
eggs B. Pre}!aration saucer 
flour baked spoon 
food cook thermos bottle 
frosting cooked 
fruit cooking E. Mi so ell aneou s 
gingerbread No words for 
grapes c. Consume tim this grade 




ice cream biting 
jello dining 
jelly drank 























































fireplace drawer a 
floor furniture 






















bathtub D. Domeatic Activities 
bed and .~elated Objects 
bed a broom 
bench laundry 




A. Oral D. Mechanics 











told E. Sl!'M 
word ain t 
words hey 
hi 





pencil F. Miacel~aneoua 
pencils No words for 





























VII. MA'IHEMATIOAL CONCEPTS 
A. Numbers half E. Basic Processes 
l. Ordinal hea:yy count 



















































A. P!:OJ2er Namea me1s missing 
Ann mistake naughty 
Betty name new 
Billy namea nice 
Bob name a old 
Bobby none poor 
Carroll nothing queer 
Cathy outdoors ready 
Charles outside real 
Charlie package right 
David packages strong 
Ellen patrol tight 
Jack peace tighter 
Jane piece true 
Jerry pieces which 
Jimnty pile wrong 
Jge pin 
Judy pins D. Verbs 
Linda pole am 
Marhta post are 
Hary rags aren't 
Michele scarecrow ask 
Nancy shadow asked 
Randie something be 
Roberta stick been 
RudGlph stick& beg 
Sandra stuff being 
Sua an thing bet 
Timmy things blew 
Tom trap blow 
treat blowing 
B. .Houna trick born 
anything trick& can 
bars tower can't 
kit trouble could 
bunch way couldn't 
bundles crack 
cane c. Adjective& fit 
canes awful flip 
cause beautiful had 
chief best happened 
cost better have 
dote broken haven 1 t 
elevator busted has 
handle cute hasn't 
kind dangerous having 
kind a easy is 
kit fair isn't 
leader fresh let's 
lighter hard loose 
1 0 .6 
"" Grade 1 
VIII. MISCELLANEOUS (cont.) 
D. Verbs (cont.) well anyone 
lost why everybody 
may everyone 
mean F. PreJ2o&it1ons he 
means at he'll 
miss for her 
mixed from he 1 s 
must of him 
open off himself 
opened than his 
opens there I 
pase there's I 1 d 
pay to 1 1 11 
popped when I'm 
shall where it 
should where 1 s it' 8 
shouldn't while I've 
stuffed with me 
stuffing without mine 
thump my 
was G. Conjunc.tions myaelf 
wasn't and nobody 
were as one's 
will because our 
won't but she 
would by she'll 
wouldn't courae she's 
even somebody 
E. .Adverb except someone 
automatic if that 
else instead that's 
especially or the 
forth until their 
good by yet them 
how themsel vee 
just H. Inter j !O-l:i on a these 
maybe good niglit they 
might hello they111 
not no they're 
probably oh they've 
quite pleaae thie 
really sure those 
80 thankl!l us 
still yes we 
then we're 
though I. Pronouns and what 
too Oentractions what's 
together a who 
unless an who's 
usually anybody you 
I 
Grade 1 
VIII. MISOELL.ANEOUS (cont.) 

























daiaiea en ow ball 
daisy anowballe 
dam snowing 





ground a team 
grew •tone 
grow atones 




























A. Familz Rela~ion•hiEa guy• skin 
aunt Indian stomach 
aunt• Indiana teeth 
brother kid throat 
brothers kid a thumb 
children ladie1 toes 
COUiin lady tongue 
couain 1 s Jl&n tooth 
00\lllinl man' e voice 
dad. men . whiskers 
Daddy Min 
daughter Mr. D. Mental Powers 
family Mr•. believe 
father neighbor choose 
father's neigh bora choosing 
fathers people dream 
grand~ather per eon forget 
gr&lldma woman forgot 
grandmother guess 
grandmother's o. Ana~$!DLV hope 
grandpa ankle- knew 
mama arm a know 
mommy back knows 
mother beard learned 
mother 's body nuts 
motllers earl pretend 
mummy eye pretended 
ai1ter eyebrow pretending 
sister 1 e eyes question 
uncle face remember 
uncles faces remind 
feet reminds 
B. S};!eCial Name• finger secret 
babie* fingers suppose 
baby foot supposed 
baby's hair surprise 
boy hand surprised 
boy' 1 hand a t hink 
boy• head thinking 
bride heart thinks 
Chinese heel• thought 
company knee understand 
cro•d leg wish 
E.akimo legs wonder 
Eskimos mouth 
friend mouths E. Phzsical Activities 
friends mustache asleep 
girl neck bought 
girl'• nose break 
guy skeleton breaks 
110 
(lrade 1 
x. PEOPLE (cont.) 
E. Physical Aotivi ties doing keep 
(cont.) did keeps 
bring didn1 t kept 
bringing die kill 
broke died killed 
brought done kiss 
bump don't kneel 
bumped drop knock 
buy dropped knocked 
buying drown laughed 
came escape lay 
carry fall laying 
carrying falling leave 
catch fall• leaves 
catches fell left 
catching fill let 
oa.ught find lift 
change finish lighted 
changed finiahed lighting 
ohaae fix live 
chaeed f'ixe1 lived 
chasing fining lives 
cleaning f'ound living 
club gave made 
climbed. get make 
clcue get• makes 
closed getting making 
collect give married 
come givea mashed 
com.6a giving met 
coming go move 
control goes moved 
copied going moves 
copy gone nap 
copying got need 
cover hang own 
covers hanging pack 
cry help parking 
crying helped pat 
cut helping pick 
cute hide picked 
cutting hit picking 
dance hold play 
dancing holden played 
dead holding playing 
dived hurry playa 
diTing jwap plow 
do jumped pour 
doe• jumping pull 
doean1 t jump• pulled 
f.ll 'l 
Grade l 
x. PEOPLE (cont.) 
E. Ph;Isical Act~vitiea spin wasted 
(cont.) a quirt watch 
pulling atand watched 
pumped a tanding w&tching 
pun~hed etands waving 
p\.tah stay wedding 
pushed 1ta.yed went 
pushes stood whistle 
pushing etop woke 
put. stopped 
puts stopping F. Olothigg and 
putting stuck Accessories 
ran swim apron 
rest awiaing bag 
roU. take bathing suit 
rolled taken bathing suits 
run · tak•• bathrobe 
running taking belt 
runs thank belts 
se.ng thankful blouse 
aat i thanking boots 
a ave threw bow-tie 
saved throw bracel et 
saving throwing cap 
IICOGit tickle cape 
selling tickling caps 
send tie cloth 
aet tied clothes 
sew tired clothing 
aev~ng toek coat 
shake tried coats 
aha.rpen try collar 
shop t rying cos t ume 
shopping tum costumes 
show t urned dress 
shoved turns dresses 
showing uee dungarees 
dnk used girdle 
ait visit glove 
sitting viai ti:ng gloves 
skating vote handkerchief 
deep wait hat 
sleeping waiting ha t s 
slept wake jacket 
slide llalk jacket s 
dj.ding 11alked jersey 
slip walking jewel ry 
slipped want leggings 
sneaked wanted mittens 
socked wants necklace 
112 
Gra~e 1 
x. PEOPLE (cont.) 
F. Olothi!Y!; and Ac- haircut 
CeSIIOries ( cont.) lipstick 














































drsss i ng 
113 
Grade l 
XI. REOREATION- AND ENTERTAINMENT 
A. Tozs and EguiEment 0. SEectator Acti- easel 
arrow vi tie• fingerpaint 
ball 1. Television guitar 
balloon Howdy Doody instruments 
balloons Pinky Lee music 
balls Range Rider paint 
bicycle Superman painted 
bike television painting 
bikes TV piano 
block Zoo Para.de record 
blocks record player 
bow 2. Radio records 
bows radio sing 
coloring book singing 
doll ~· Movies song 
dolls cartoons songs 
doll carriage Laddy stage 
doll house movie trumpet 
dolly movies 
dump truck Roy Rogers 
horn 







skates 5· 'Iheater 
skis No words for 
sled this grade 
sleigh 
swing D. Pastimes 












































































XIV. SENSORY WORDS 

















sounds D. Taste 
sweet 
B. Sight 
black E. Smell 
blond No words for 
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Grade 1 
XV. SOCIAL STUDIES 
A. Oomnumi t;t: shells Canada 
bakery shoot Chicago 
bank shooting country 
barber shop shot Disneyland 
bazaar soldiers England 
bridge submarine Florida 
business tank Germany 
city target Hampton Beach 
downtown tent Illinois 
fire engine war Japan 
flag Korea. 
mail c. Holida;t:a and Massachusetts 
mailbox SEecial EYents Michigan 
market birthday New Hi.Illpshire 
park celebrate New York 
playground Oh~istmas North Pole 
police Chriatmae tree 

















bomber valentine . 
bombs valentines 
cannon Valentine's Day 
fight wreath 
fighting 





march 'lashing ton 
marching 





XVI. TIME AND SPACE OONOEPTS 
A. Time 
1. Oal endar names time 







Wednesday 4. Misc!llaneous 
No word·e for 
2. Point. in Time this grade 
afternoon 
alwaya B. Space 












o1 clock space 
once 
sometime 2. Directions 













already here' a 
busy high 
calendar in 





















No words for this 
grade 
0. Related to both 





































































A. Occu:2a tiona o. Material& 
barber board 
build boards 














load D. Power Sources 
mailman electric 
milkman electrici ty 
nurse 
policeman E. Related, Word• 
po1tman No word.• for 




























GRADE II 122 
I. Am:IIALS 
A. Kim a 
alligator giraffe reindeers 
iudma1 gire.f'f'es robin 
a:nimals goat · rooster 
ant .. goats seal 
ant's goldfish shark 
bear goose sheep 
bears gorilla skunk 
beaTer hare snail 
bee hen snake 
bees hens snakes 
beetle hippopotamus spider 
bir4l hog squirrel 
birds horse squirrels 
bluebird horses stork 
bl~ej.ay· insect tiger 
'ftu.ejays ~aroo tigers 
boff'alo kitten tortoise 
b~ - kittens tuna 
bugs ~~ turkey bull turkeys 
b\Umy lambs turtle 
'!?u~~~~f'ly lamb's whale 
camel l~opard wildcat 
oaMla lion wolf 
cat lions worms 
~aterpillar mackerel zebra 
oats mic·e 
cattle . mink B. Related Words 
-oh1- liiunk mo~~ey 
- - P .. 
clams monk,eys barked 
ooit mouse bun 
C~Yfr octupus· cage 
cmr8 ostrich cages 
orab otter feathers 
crabs owl . flock 
o~o~odile oyster fur 
cubs parakeet grazing 
dt:~er parrot hunting 
dino s e:tri-s pet licking 
dog p~g leash 
dogs pigs mane 
do~ey pol~ bear nest 
do*~ys ponies pack 
duck po~ .. paw 
du.oks. porcupine quack 
eag~e puppy reins 
elep~ant rabbit stall 
·~~p~ant's rabbits tail 
elephants raccoon t ailback 
fish rat tails 
fishes rats .. traps 
i'ox rarna,esnake wagged 
frog re eer wiggle 
GRADE II 
I. ANIMALS contiwed 
--






















































































































































































III. FOOD contimed 




























l " ' \~:. 
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· closet refrigerator 









livi1,1g room waahius ma.ohine 
piazaa· waate basket 
porch 
root D. Domestic Activities, 
roof a Relate4 Objeota 
room 
ahelf brooa 




















V • HOllE contim1ed 
-
D. Domestic Activities~ 





































































VII. lW'HiliATICAL CO K:EPTS 
A. !qmbers 
1. Ordinal 
eight bUDdle nickel 
eleven .couple pemrl.es 
fitteen each penny 
fitty enoush quart er 
five equal 
forty ev~ry D. Geometric 
tour "•i-ything Concepts 
fourteen except 
hundred extra circle 
nine fewer dots 
nineteen few even 
one great lim 
one's group round 
one• half' shape 
seven heavy skinny 
sevens l,arge 
seTenteen lipt E.- Basic Processes 
seventy little 
six lot add 
ten lote adding 
thi rteen 1~ addition 
thirty lll&l7\Y count 
three mile oountiDg 
twelve more measure 
twent)r :mD·et 
twenty-eight mllGh F. M1eoellaneoua 
twin nolle 
two DOthiDg afford 
ol!lly arithmetic 
2. Cardinal other bought 
others buy 
fifth pair mdaber 
fir at pairs nUmber• 
fourth piece part 
s&Tenth pieces pay 
sixth pile sell 
thi rd plua spend 
twice quite spend a 
a ice spent 




almo~t c. Jlo!!l also 
another cents 
e:4;f coat 
anyt hing dime big ' dollar bi gger dollar's both mor.y bunch 
GRADE II 132 
VIII. MISCELLAHEX:>US 
A. Pro2er llames 
DBUber dear are 
Billy different aren't 
Bobby dry arrest 
Denise easy be 
Dennis either been 
Glemi fair bet 
Jackie fiDe can 
Jane tit can't 
Jerry gloomy oould 
Joseph h~d couldn't 
Joyoe hot did 
Judy important didn't 
KeJm¥ kind do 
Lansing's loud does 
Linooln's lucky doesn' t 
Mary mean doing 
Mayflower messy done 
Michael neat don't 
Miss Keith new earn 
Nancy nice excuse 
Patsy open f'ind 
Paul poor finds 
:Peter pretty followed 
Rudolph queer found 
Tom quiet got 
ready guard 
B. llouns real had 
rude has 
cause sa.me have 
chain silent haven't 
chief silly havi:cg 
kinds simple help 
matter slippery helped 
message soft ' helping 
place still helps 
plaoes stra.Dge is 
shadow atrong isn't 
spot such keep 
thiDg terrible keeps 
things thankful kept 
way tough leave 
ways very leaves 
warm let 
c. .Adjectives wet let's 
wise lost 
alive wonderful rMlY 
be&utiful which meet 
best met 
better D. Verbs might 
bri ght missed 
oold allow offer 
cute am ought 
GIUDE II 133 
VII. MISCELLANEX>US coutinued 
D. Verbs continued 
pick E. Adverbs 
picked 
picking along else 
raise a:rr.rwaY instead 
receive awf'ul just 
return broken or 
save easily since 
saved forth 80 
saves here than 
seem here's though 
seems how while 
1eep maybe 
send must H. InterJecti ons 
sent. never 
shake DO goodbye 
shall not hello 
share probably oh 
sharing rather please 
ahould really welcome 
shouldn't then 
a how usually I. Pronouns and 
showed whenever Contractions 
shows where 
snowing where's he 
skips Why her 
sorts yea he's 
spoil him 
stamp F. Pr!Eosi tiona himself 
stuck hie 
st utf' agaiDSt I 
take at I'd 
taken by I'll 
takes for I 114 
thank from it 
tied it it's 
took in me 
tried into mine 
try because my 
trying of Ill1Belf 
try a off our 
use on she 
used onto she'll 
was through she 's 
wasn't to that 
were with that ' s 
weren't without themselvel 
will they 
wish G. Co!!Junctions they'll 
wontt they're 
would a.nd these 
-imuldn't as this 
wrap but those 
Glt.6J)}II. ,I I 
VII. MISCELLAmX>US continued 






















.IX. NA.TI;JBE aDii SCIE~E 
~ :Nature 
acorn pinecones wreath 
acorns plant. yard 
blew plant• 
blow poinsettas B. Science 
blows pond 
branch pool air 
brook puddle burn 
brushes pussywillow burning 
Christmas rain earth 
tree rainbow evaporates 
cliff rained fire 
cloud raining flame 
clou9 rains fog 
cloudy river freezing dri" .. rock frozen 
fir rooks gas 
f'lo1rer root ioe 
flowers roses moon 
to recast sea rocket 
forest seeds science 
freeze shell star 
freezes ehells sun 
f'rost shore temperature 










h~lls tho rna 
hurricane thunder 


















A. Familz Relationshi2 
aunt eve!ey'body c. ADatomy 
aunts everyone 
aunt's family- a.nkle 
brother triend arm 
brothers friends beard 
cousin gang brain 
cousins gatherinc ear 
dad ~:t ear a 
daddy ghoata elbow 
father girl ey-es 
father's girls .ta.oe 
gl;"~t;Lther girl'• .teet 
gra.nd.tather's hel~era finger 
grandlr.a. In4 an fingers 
grandmother I:adians foot 
u.~ther'e ld.d hair 
-.rriage kid I head 
-.rried king heads 
momrey- ladie1 knee 
mother lady- knees 
mother's leader lap 
~ man leg 
pattJnta man's legs 
aiater ~er lip 
silters ~ rnout.h 
sister's mias nails 
unele miater neck 
UilOles Jfrs. necks 
uncle's neighbors nose 
wite nobocly p~le 
passenger shoulder 
B. Speoial la.mea people shoulders 
tor P&ople peraon akin 
PilFia stomach 
e.4'41:s Pi~grims throat 
Am'rica.n qlleen tongue 
a!rfbody ahoppers tooth 
b.abies skeleton voice 
baby' skei~ons wrist 
baby's somsbegy-
boy aomebol!y•s D. ll.enta.l Powers 
boys aawtone 
boy's t-.lker believe 
bride te,.a decided 
burglars trader dreamt 
ohilfl t1rina forget 
children villain forgets 
~ldren'a -iroaan gorgot 
oomparJt women guess 
oub .scouts hope 
enfllq knew 
!13 7 
..... . GRADE II 
x. Pl!X>PLI contimled 
D. Jfental Powers contimed 
Dow dressed pushed 
knows dropped put 
mind fall putting 
promise falling puts 
reaaon fell rap 
remember fight reach 
remembered gave rest 
reminded g~t roll 
reminds gettiDg rolled 
secret get a rollillg 
smart give sat 
sorry gives search 
stupid giTing scrape 
aupp.oae go scraped 
supposed goes settillg 
surprised going sit 
think gone sitting 
thiDld:ng growing sits 
thinke held shoved 
thought hid shut 
understand hit slaps 
hold deep 
E. Phrsica.l holding sleeping 
!21-ivitiea kick sleeps 
kill slept 
a.r~ killed slip 
ask knocked slipped 
asked laid slipping 
asking laugh smile 
born lauY1~ smili:cg 
break laughing smke 
bring laugba sns.ze 
broke · lay spilled 
brq~ht la.yii~& stand 
b'9l'~ed lift stands 
cul lifted stepped 
call" 11ghte4 step a 
calli:og lit strq 
ce:rry lived tap 
carried lives throwing 
oarryiDg liv1Jli; tipped 
catehing ~Dg tripped 
climbi,.ng move turn 
c~ange moved turned 
changed opeDe4 turn 
close paaa turned 
o~r~er pat visit 
covered pi DOh wait 
crawled pull waited 
dead pull eel waiti ng 
die pulling wake 
4iec! · push walk 
GRADE II 
X. P!X>PLE conti%Dled 














F. Clothi.ng am 











































































































XI. RmREJ;!'IOB ud ENmR!ll IMS)J1' 
.A. i'oya and 
E~pment 
urow ski . Playh~use 
arrows ald. is Ed Sullivan 
ball a led television 
balls sled. a· TV 
balloon IDO'Inlllln 
blll.oou swi~a 2. Radio 
bars tent 
bat tents program. 
bioyole Ti~ Tear radio 
bike Tom 
bikes tops 3.Koviea 
blook toy 
blocka track - mOvie 
bubbles tracks movies 
l?ull~ts tractor Superman 
camera ticket 
chest B. Games tickets 
clay 
baseball cradles 4. Miscellaneous 
cr~yon basketball 
crayons 'be:at carirl.val 
doll · cards circus 
dollhouse catCh film 
dolls O!!W~t parade 
doll's choed parades 
dUmp ~ruck football rodeo 
elel)tric tun act 
' train game art 
Erector Set gamea acrobats 
golf clubs leap trog ballet 
bun ping poDg draw 
sun. race paint holster riddle painted 
horn- a core painting 
horns tackled paints 
ice a]:cates tag decorations 
maak tennis 
merry-~o- scout D. Pastimee 
round scouts 
net win picnic 
nets won camp 
paint.;. set coasting 
playground c. Spectator color 
puppets ~tivitiea di g 
pU.sle digg~ng 
rifle 1. falevisi~ fishing 
roller make-believe 
skates Howd.y Doody magic 
scissors Lone R8.llger parties 
scooter Pinky Lee paste 
ekates Pleuure play 
l4o 
GRADE II 
XI. RECRE.A'l'IOll aDd ENTl!RT.AI!DIENr continued 
D. Pastime I continued 














E. .Art a akippiDg 
-
surpt"ise 



























f'um:JiY" joke jolly 











































































































sound D. faste 
aounded 
sounds sweet jingle taite 
noise tastes 
ring 










































D. SOCIAL STUDIES 
A. ComntUDi :!?z 
bank ~DV England barn bq_ Florida 
beach bomb Rolland 
bridge cavalry Israel 
bridges explode Jordan Marsh 
-oitY exploded :Maine 
club fighting Medford 
community tort New Hampshire 
country . march New York 
crosswalk: navy Provincetown 
croui:og sailor Shoppers' Wo.rld 


















post ·off'ice Santa 







state D. Historical 
station Figures 
statue 
store JbrUAm. Lincoln 
storei Columbus 
street George Washington 
ai;reets 




B. Protection of Boston 
Citize-ns Caiif'ornia 
Cape Cod · 
air force Comnon (Bost.) 
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GRADE II 
XVI. TI.NB and SPACE CO~EPTS 
.A. Time 
1. Caletldar Hames 
af'ter110on tomorrow boxes 
April tonight package 
August when pail · 
autumn yesterday quart 
December birthday 
Febz:Uary 2. Directions in 
Friday 3. Words of Spaoe 
January Passage in Time 
June back 
March ate bc:cckwards 
May again bottom 
Monday etter down 
l«>vember af'terwards downst airs 
Ootober ago east 
Saturday arrive front 
Summer calendar high 
Summer a day inside 
spring d~ys left 
Sunday ever middle 
ntursday hour north 
Tuesday miimte out 
Wednesday minutes outdoors 
mOnth outside 
2. Adverbs in ov~rn1ght OVE-r 
when in point qui~k righ~ 
o£ tilDe seooZJd eouth 
time straight 
onoe times under 




beginning vacation upsta..ira 
date week ... 
early weekerxl ' 
eve weeks 3. 1·-!iscellan.eous 
evening y~ar 
above everytime years 
morning yet across 
night alorie 
noon B. s;ea.ce among 
now a pari; 
o'clock 1. Containers apprc;>ach 
sometime around 
8ol!l8times barrel behind 
start barrels de~p 
started basket empty 
star~ing basiceta emptying 
a tarts bottle far 
today bawl tu.n 




XVI. TIME .and SP .ACE CONCEPTS oontizmed 







C. Related to BOth 















































































































artist c. Materials 
baker 














job a wool 
mailman 




policemen he .. t 
postman a team 
President oil 
shepherds E. sheriff' Related lfords 
teacher 
t eacher's advertise bui ld 



























alligatoP' mo~ tea.thers 
bear m~~-ws grunt bi'rd monster hibernate 
birds ... milked bluej_aya .ouae milking 
bobcat ostrich paw 
bulr owl peoked 
'i?UlliiY par &bet pecking 
calf parrot pet 
camel Ph;ua.nt pets 
oamele pig pig pen 
cat pigeon scratched 
ce:t:erpi llar p~g~ona tail 
oats P~&.• tails 
cattle. P~17!1 zoo 




cows rat . 
crab .. reiDdeer 
oron rooster 
oub . soottie 
deer seal 
deere s"eala 



















g_<>at B. Related Words 
gor~lla 










~· ·~· -:-. . r~ :'"' • . 





















































apple grapes tomato 
appl~s gravy torna.toes 
applesauce gum t onic 
bacon guma torti llas 
banana ham vegetable 
bananas hamburg vegetabl es 
be ana honey wheat 
beets i ce cream whiskey 
berries j~ wine 
blueberries jellc 
breaci · jelly B. Preparat ion 
broccoli jniee 
brownies jui-ces bake 
butter lettuce baked 
cabbage lollipop cook 
cake lollipops ce>Olcl.ng 
oakes meat fried 
candies milk frying 
candy muBhroom mix 
<? a_ndy canes nut mixed 
carrot nut a poured 
carrots oatmeal roast 
.<?elery onions or ambled 
cereal or~e 
cheese oranges c. Consumption 
cherries pancakes 
C?herry peachea 1. Verbs for Eati3 
chicken peanut brittle 
chocolate peanuts ate 
cider pefl!S bit 
clam peas bite 
clams pepper bi t ing 
ood liver peppers dining 
~ortee pie drank 
cookie pies drink 
cookies popcorn drinking 
corn pot?.to drinks 
corn beer pota~ - ohips eat 
cracker pump~n eating 
crackers plll!q)k1ns fed 
crariberry s~~- - feed 
cream salt · feeder 
cucUmber samwiehes feeding 
oupo~e . soda gobble 
cupcakes s~~p lick 
devil dog sp4betti licking 
di " ' spices p 
d01;1gh spinach 2. Meal Names 
eu squ•sh 
eggs •teak breakfast 
fish stri-ng beans dinner 
floUnder stuffing lunch 




III. FOOD continued 


































































































A. !inds of Homes 
b~ldi.ng rool$1 buy 
buil~ings she It buys 
bunk et.irs candles 
bUnks lltep, oa.rra.ige 
oa.bin steps carriages 
cabins tonr olean 
oamp upstairs oleanei 
oa.ve wall . delivery 
co~bge nils err am 
home nild.Oa- errands 
house - wiDd.owa garbage 
houses -wOodwork ha.ng 
i$to·cs worlalhop hanging 
~og· ~o8.bin yard luulgs 
l?~la.oe . key 
eanoh c. Fur-niture look 
shelter locked 
bathtub market 
B • . Parts of Homes becl- neat 
beds needle 
address bench rake 
attic bluic,_t shop 
l?a~oom bookoe.•e shopping 
. '\Jedr~om bu~~ spollge 
~~ili_ng bllreau sweep 
~eilings oa'binete ti~y 









faucet a rug 




garden t ablecloth 
gate tabi"e• 
hall i:!.ihone kitchen 








'.;Y , ~~ 


















please . story 
q\l~rel Supe~ 
qu~ation 



































Cinderella ~ • ""'T i ...... . . .... . 
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GRADE III 
VII. JIA,TRICMA~CAL C0JI)8P!S 
A. lilmbera "~g&est none both nothing 
1. OrdiDAl oo\lple nowhere difference only 
eight double other 
eleven dozen others 
fifteen either pair 
~;~ty else pairs ive empty parts 
tour enough pieoe 
fourteen even pieces 
hundred every pile 
mfllion~ everybody poor 
~De everyday pound 
one ~eryo~ pound a 
one a everything quite 
seven everywhere remainder 
s8Tenty-f:i.ve exactly rioh 
six except scraps 
sixteen extra single 
sixty few size 
ten fill small 
thirty filled some 
three f'ull somebody 
-·twel~e gis.nt someone 
twenty· great something 
two half' sometime 
zero hardly sometimes heavy tall 
2. Cardinal high tiny higher to gather 
fifth junior usue.lly 
tirst · ju~~ very 
t'o,li-t!l l~t· whole 
seaond less young 
seooild.s little 
twice littlest c. Jloney load 
B. Qq~titative Words ioads buok long cents 
about loJ:Jger dime 
actually loDSest dollar 
all lot dollars 
a.lmst lots money 
alot iow pennies 
also loft red penny 
altog~ther maey qu f.) rter 
!l~Wa.ya middle 
another might D. Geometric Conoe;ets 
arJ¥. mighty 
E~.I~Ybody mile circle 
an;yth~ng miles column 
around more flat 
barely DIO$t line 
big :mUch lines 
bigger DO body roum 
GRADE III 
VII. lUMEIUTICAL CO:ti:EPTS continued 



























A. Proeer Hames 
Blackie broken caimot 
C-arol different can't 
Diane e~~y . crack 
Isabella kind cracked 
Jack loose · covered 
Ja.De lovable developed 
J e a.nl:rl.e lucky did 
Jos_eph neither didn't 
Judy new do 
Linda nice does 
MarY ~iisy doesn't 
lla.ry's o:rcliDa.ry earn 
:Michael out had 
Mickey over happen 
Paul queer happened 
Peter q11ic:~k happens 
Richard quiet has 
Robert real hasn't 
sue · regular have 
Susan rush haven't 
Williams a carey having 
sharp held 
B. lloUJl8 shivering is 
short . isn't 
~are slippery laid 
case sort lay 
cause SDeoial lead 
chance sticking leave 
hand str&Dge leaves . y 
kinds strong leaving 
kit such let 
lose terrific let's 
matter thin loosen 
nuisance too mAY_ 
pia_oe tvnsted mean 
plAces unfair means p1an UrDiu.l meant 
pole usual meet 
poles wasted met 
ready what nnist 
resolution llhioh mustn't 
resolutions worser need 
set needed 
sets D. ves'• needs 
stutt out 
thing are pick 
things aren't pioJced 
victor be pioki~ 
belong picks 
c. .AdJectives belongs planning 
blocked popped 
abl e blow- raise 
a~~-· bobbed save 
8.l:lp&Y b·orrowed should 
broke oan show '+'~·· ~- -~3.~:-
GRADE III 160 ~\1 · 
lll. MISC.ELLAmDUS . continued 
L Verbs contiwecl 
showing mxY itself 
sh01f!l yes. I've 
sh.ovrs· mine 
spread F. Preposi tiona rq 
stood myself 
stuck at our 
take by ours 
taken from ourselves 
takes it she 
taldng ot she's 
tied on their 
took the them 
tried to there's 
trjing whether these 
use with they 
used withou~ they'd 
uses they'll 
was G. ConjUDDtioll! they're 
wasn't they've 
were and we 
weren't as we'd 
Whirl because we•ll 
Will but we're 
won't or we've 
would so who 
woul dn't while whoever 
wrap than ' who's 
wrapped whose 
H. In.1;er ~actions you 
E. Adverbs y~u'd 
ah you'll 
c~r.~n17 bye your 
o:g.arge oh yours 
~~ybe welcome you're 
no you've 
not I. Pronouns and 


















~f l . I '• •'t' ·~- ~~ • , 
~:·. ·· :"·r 
; .... . · .. . '• 
bo:uq J1Ge'.f 















W?rs:!r.f 'J':[ Ira 
B• ao:re:uoe 
IDOJJlJ.fS"ilJ 1'A0l.ll19 . 
111W'bJG -*loge 
roe a a.ooqneo]tel. 






V~JJil. .M.GS".f.:}J9J. .M.OJ.Jg 
J11JI& .M.IJ.f 91. 2 h\9~ 
;r:i"ir J.\S'~9J, JA.Q~Qiil 
}JfiAB,f.:vO]t AOJO_woea M.'O.A~ 
JJV'A AOJO.,UO aniraJJ:pre 
~OIJlJq AJ'lJ(i) an.IJII:h 
€1.&'2~ AfriJeA 21T:O 
2orq t!2J1 .psn<bra 3-f.O.WU 
€oJqG:u r.oq .fJ.gQQ a ~elnlJ :; l.JC 
tJO.M.91.2 .fL99 e.pcrLa 
tJON,QJ. 8.fl.9S'>.U' 2.fEtl. 
tJ:fbDGL 8.f0l1G8 2UOJAe 
qlLf e.poue 2110.M. 
g&rJJqeJ:rOD 2-flC]t aroTle · 
oronc;a 2.f8~- 2JHl'q >1N.. 
oronq 2.fS'L-f.l2J1 t.s-rm 
orn.~ a:uo..%ptt;rJ 2 t.s-:p:q~ 
pnapca ajCA J.Er:preq 
pnap Bjq'GB 1. Et:f upoJ,\ 
pi1UOJ1 B}J9IJ8 l.EI'J'IJ 
pN2 2J19JI I>Leo:r b:u~q:· :ro::.r 
pl.OO]tl BJ101.8 .1.110011 
pt.OG~ aeeqa J.:q lJe l.&'JG 
pLO'liG}.iEHi 3G&'BJ101.9B IlJa'l.B}J 
pJ.e-.IJC}J Qg]Jg ::rc:rcJea 
pee.ne 1.oaea rorore 
8'1J'.f2 l.OCJC roe 
9"1J.f bi.Et:p.;e v.-ri.J. r o onre 
v- JiS'.fNLQ 





A. Familz Rela.tio:nshi2a 
aunt ou'b scouts eye _ 
aunt's dwarf eyebrow 
brother elf · eyes 
brother's English face 
brothers Esldw) faces 
cousin--- Eskimos fat 
•ouab.~6 trieDi" feet 
cousins trieiaila toot 
di.44Y trieDd's hair 
daughter g~ he.nd 
~amily ganged hands 
t'~ther girl ·· head 
rather's girl friend heart 
f'atliers gi~ls hearts 
&ra:ndt-.ther group _ h~p 
ISrandlllother guy knee 
g~~ther's Indi8ll knees 
~r.ihdmothers Indiana lap -~~t.Pd ~~~se legs lii8.1DB. mouth 
~ther ld.ng neck 
mo~•~'s knigh~ neoks iiw:ltikera ~$hts nose 
ptlfehts ladies shoulder 
sist er ~~y skeleton 
sister'• leader skin 
si.~'tera leaders stomach 
~qp. .man teeth 
uncle ma.n'a throat 
wife men toes 
148• tonsils 
B. •pe91al lfamee for Jlr~ - tooth 
People l.frs. wrist 
pal. 
-.ric an pa.rtDitrs D. Mental Pcmer• 
batlfea ~op1e-
ba1?:r· princess certain 
br:>t . scout , decided 
boys Sp9.idsh dUmb 
~y~~- spooks forget 
'bride squawa Corgiven 
BrOwnies witch forgot. 
captain witches friendly 
oatche guess 
Chief's c. Anatomy guesses 
chi1d h&~ 
~hild.Ten appendix hop~ 
ohil di-en' s arm hoped 
9~~~8.8 arms idea 
~'?mp~ be~d imagine 
~C?~Of bo~y interested 
o~oys bone intEiresting 
cowboy's bones jumble 
crowd ears know 
G!f!E III 
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x. PIDPLE contiuued 
. . 
D. Mental Power• oonti1111ed 
lazy tcnmf practice 
lively ga~er putted 
love gaTe pull 
loved get pulled 
po~~t~ gete pulling 
power getting punch 
promise give punohed 
promised given push 
remember gives pushed 
remembered giving put 
reii!ind go puts 
si~ly gC?~S putting 
smart gT ran 
suppo_se go_ . . reaoh 
"~PP.()Sed grab reached 
talent ~\)ed ripped 
thixiic handled roll 
~hi!Jl:cing halldles rolled 
thinks hid running 
thought bide rune 
un1dDd hides sat 
Wiiked hike sit 
;dsc9 hired sits 
w::t~hed hold · · sitting 
holding sleeping 
E. Physi cal Aotivties holda slelt hop - smi ed 
aalee.P hunt spl_ash 
b&llged. hunting stand bre8k invite standing 
breaking invited stepped 
breaks j~--- struck 
briilg · 
_j t1JII!led surprised 
bringillg 
_j1JI!IPS tiptoed 
br_~~s kielc tired 
~~o~t ld.ok8d tore 
CtJ.rey kick• tripped 
catoh kiss turn 
c&1ght kissed turned 
chMge kiiook turns 
C)h~es lcnociced wait 
chase laying waited 
chases ' leadiug waiting 
cha~iJJg litt wake 
climb lit walk 
~imbed live walked 
cli~~ng lived walking 
~lim.};> a l~rlng walks 
dances loaded want 
~-o~!Jg_. lo·osen wide awake 
enter. ~e wiilk 
exer.Cise mc)T"ed wake 
f'igh~ . ~~-ng wrecked 
fighting open yawn 
tights opeDed 
GRADE ni 
x. P:OOPLE continued 






























gloves · · 
ha.rid.ke rohiet 




































































XI. IUOOREATIOll and ENTERTA.U1MEBT 



































































































toy . t " . . . . 
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g<?~l . joke 
































































































































































XV • SOCIAL STUDIES 
































































































































2. Ad.'t:fJ"bl of 
































































































































XVI. 1'IME a.nd SPJCE CO~EP,.S continued 

































































































































XV)J I. 110RK 
- -
A. Occu;eat1ona 
bus driver screwdriver make 
business screws making 
ca.rPe~ter shovel office 
dancer steam shovel printing 
dentfst a~ ring work 
doctor taoka working 




f i sherman 
hunter 
whip 
laWy-er C. !tfateriala 
magician 
















teachers · tile 
ve_~~riloq¢st wires 
















Pl.~ fixe a 
rod job 
:t-ope jobs . 
I ! 
